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Stoker Mech Albert William Birchnall SKX783773
b. 6/6/28 – 16/1/20 91 Yrs Young
Albert was an active DS Members until his health
began to get worse in 2019 and a
sad loss to DS.
Despite his
blindness and other illnesses, he
was determined to participate in
lunch clubs, in fact; anything where
food was involved! Albert was a
Regular at the Annual Truculent
Memorial remembering a lot of his
lost shipmates, and insisted on attending the 70th
Anniversary of her loss last weekend, Sat 11 Jan
2020. insisting he attend despite
poor health; but thanks to Cheryl
his daughter, and one of his
sons this was made possible. I
was unable to attend this year
but see 70th Anniversary
Medway Report page 20. Albert
was a Widower losing his Annie
in July 2016. As with many of his generation nothing
was impossible, & at the 2014 Dieso Boat Reunion in
Plymouth on a 4’ish mile Sunday Exped from Caw
sands to Cremyl in Cornwall, we came across a land
slip and the path closed. Albert took one look at the
steps reaching to the sky of the diversion, and said
‘Bu**er That! Well I’m going through, don’t any of you
lot tell Annie’ - and we never did! Albert’s RN Service
was immediately after WWII and he was a long-time
member DS and previous member of SA.
14/02/1946-2/11/1953 Joined Royal Navy
03/12/1946-05/04/1948 HMS/M Truculent
06/04/1948-17/09/1951 HMS Scotsman
18/09/1951-02/11/1953 Reserve Refit Group R Chatham
We offer our sincere condolences to Cheryl, Steve
and the rest of the family at this sad time and I am sure
I can speak for the whole of Derbyshire Submariners
that we will miss your smiling face mate.
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A POSITIVE THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH

Terry Hall
The Trade Journal Newsletter Editor
Hon. Sec/Treasurer, Derbyshire Submariners’
Derby.Submariners@yahoo.co.uk

Being a Submariner is not a Job,
it's not a Career. It's a way of Life!
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WELFARE MATTERS

Charity Seafarers UK Publishes its Manifesto
MNA Merchant Navy Assn Newsletter Dec 2019
Seafarers UK, the charity for those who work at sea,
has been championing seafarers since 1917 when it
was formed during the WWI as the King George’s
Fund for Sailors. A new ten-point manifesto sets out
the charity’s commitment for seafarers’ safety and
welfare before, during and after their seafaring
careers.
Said Seafarers UK CEO Catherine
Spencer: ‘This manifesto sets out our aspirations for
seafarers, the hidden heroes of maritime. It is not
aligned to any political party, but summarises what
we are working on and what we want the maritime
industry to consider, putting seafarers at the heart of
decision making. We welcome feedback from across
the sector and look forwards to working with more
partners, with the common goal of ensuring seafarers
and their families are able to live their best lives.’ In
partnership with others, Seafarers UK will use its
grant funding, encourage further collaboration and
advocate on behalf of seafarers. Seafarers UK asks
that seafarers can:
1. Be kept safe and return from their seafaring
voyages without experiencing accident or harm
2. Be supported to train and develop careers
working at sea
3. Take care of their families and dependants during
long periods away from home
4. Feel less lonely or isolated when working at sea,
through maintaining connections with family and friends
ashore, as well as having access to on board initiatives
5. Access free, high quality welfare services, which
respond to seafarers and their families’ needs with
respect and dignity and engage their views on the
design and development of services
6. Access independent advice, information and
support via their preferred delivery channels such
as face-to-face, telephone, web chat, digital tools,
social media or self-help literature
7. Be provided with regular welfare breaks in
respect of hours of work, shore leave, length of
journey, etc. in order to reduce fatigue and to
maintain their health and wellbeing
8. Thrive and have their uniqueness respected
within a culturally diverse working environment
without fear of bullying or harassment. This includes
equality of opportunity and respecting language,
food, religion, and behavioural differences
9. Transition from sea to shore. This includes
supporting
the
provision
of
short-term
accommodation and other welfare and support
services aimed at adjusting from working at sea
10. Obtain dignity in retirement through access to
financial security, appropriate accommodation and a
network of support from maritime welfare charities.
Seafarers UK is a leading grant funder of charitable
services supporting the safety and welfare needs of
seafarers and their families.
For further details
Phone: 020 7932 5969 Mobile: 07910 593588
Email: nick.harvey@seafarers.uk
www.seafarers.uk

INTERNET STUFF. From Ian Cosgrave
Royal Navy Communicators Assn (RNCA)
I came across a website of interest recently called the
‘Veterans Gateway’. I was sceptical as it promised
much and although I didn’t see a price anywhere, I
suspected a ‘catch’ was lurking under the surface.
So, I went searching around the site and was
pleasantly surprised. The Veterans Gateway is
funded by the Armed Forces Covenant and is jointly
run by a consortium of organisations/charities,
including The Royal British Legion, SSAFA – the
Armed Forces charity, Poppy Scotland, Combat
Stress and Connect Assist. This is the first time a
group of this kind has come together formally to
deliver a service to help the Armed Forces
community. It was founded in 2017 and has
developed rapidly since. So, what does it provide?
Well, its main pages are Housing, Employment,
Finances, Living Independently, Mental Wellbeing,
Physical health, Family and Communities.
How does it work? The website acts as a hub
connecting the consortium with outside agencies,
they trust who can advise and maybe take action on
your behalf. These agencies include Alabaré a
charity that supports vulnerable, homeless and
marginalised people, The Armed Service Advice
Project (ASAP) provides information, advice and
support to the Armed Forces community in Scotland,
Blesma, who is dedicated to assisting serving and
ex-Servicemen and women who have suffered lifechanging limb loss or the use of a limb, an eye or loss
of sight either in or after service, plus another 30 or
so companies who offer support for veterans. To
achieve the best possible result, many of the support
staff that you would be assigned to are ex-service
personnel themselves so know what you’re about
and can tailor what’s available for your needs. I say
‘needs’, but they provide more than support for that.
For instance, if you’re thinking of setting up a
business, they can put you in touch with ‘X-Forces’ a
Social Enterprise that nurtures entrepreneurial
ambition and enterprise skills specifically for the
military community. So, all in all, a site that should
be on your browser shortcut bar because, well, you
never know who you will need at some point. The
website is at https://www.veteransgateway.org.uk/
That’s all for now. Nanu Nanu. Ian Cosgrove
websiteman@rnca.info
Editor: The discovery of this information by Ian and
printed in the first edition of the RNCA Assn 2020
Newsletter is acknowledged with thanks. For those
who have no idea what Nanu Nanu means, it is a
typical Orkan greeting. Its usage may be similar to
the Hawaiian word ‘aloha,’ which may be used as
both a greeting and a farewell, since Mork also uses
the phrase in his weekly mental reports to Orson!
For those as ignorant as me, this was from the 1978
US television show, Mork & Mindy which explains by
ignorance as I was mostly at sea abroad at the time!
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UNPOLITICALLY CORRECT PAGES

A Word from Above. One day God was looking
down at Earth and saw all the evil that was going
on. He decided to send an angel down to Earth to
check it out. So, he called his best angel and sent
him down to Earth for a while to carry out
observations in England. When he returned, he
told God, ‘Yes, it is bad on Earth, 95% is bad, and
5% is good.’ Well, he thought I had better get this
verified with a second angel to get another point of
view. So, God selected his number two angel and
sent him down to Earth for a visit. When the angel
returned, he told God, ‘Yes Earth is in decline 95%
is bad and 5% good’. God was not happy. He then
took positive action by sending a letter to the 5%
that were good. He wanted to encourage them,
give them a little something to help them keep
going. Do you know what that letter said?
Oh! You didn’t get one either, huh? Bummer.

The Missionary A Priest was about to finish
his tour of duty, and was leaving his Mission in
the jungle where he had spent years teaching
the natives when he realises that the one thing,
he never taught them was how to speak
English. So, he takes the chief for a walk in the
forest, points to a tree and says to the chief,
'This is a tree.' The chief looks at the tree and
grunts, 'Tree.' The Priest is pleased with the
response. They walk a little further and he
points to a rock and says, 'This is a rock.'
Hearing this, the chief looks and grunts, 'Rock.'
The Priest was really getting enthusiastic about
the results when he hears a rustling in the
bushes. As they peek over the top, he sees a
couple of natives in the midst of heavy sexual
activity. The Priest is really flustered and
quickly responds, 'Man riding bike.' The chief
looks at the couple briefly, pulls out his blowgun
and kills them. The Priest goes ballistic, and
yells at the chief that he has spent years
teaching the tribe how to be civilized and be
kind to each other, so how could he kill these
people in cold blood that way? The chief
replied, 'My Bike.'

A Child’s Logic. A fire fighter is working on the
fire engine outside the station when he notices a
little girl next door in a little red wagon with little
ladders hung off the sides and a garden hose
tightly coiled in the middle. The girl is wearing a
fire fighters’ helmet. The wagon is being pulled
by her dog and her cat. The fire fighter walks over
to take a closer look. 'That
sure is a nice fire engine,' the
fire
fighter
says
with
admiration. 'Thanks,' the girl
says. The fire fighter looks a
little closer and notices the
girl has tied the wagon to her dog's collar and to
the cat's testicles. 'Er, Fellow Firefighter,' the fire
fighter says, 'I don't want to tell you how to run
your Fire Station, but if you were to tie that rope
around the cat's collar, I think you could go faster.'
The little girl replies thoughtfully, 'You're probably
right, but then I wouldn't have a Siren!

Only a Farm Lad. Country folks have a different
perception.
A Derbyshire farmer drove to a
neighbours' farmhouse in his Nissan 4x4, and
knocked at the door. A boy, about 9, opened the
door ‘Is your Dad home?’ said the farmer. ‘No Sir,
he isn't; he went to town.’ ‘Well, is your Mother
here?’ ‘No, she went to town with Dad.’ ‘How about
your brother, Howard? Is he here?’ ‘No Sir, he went
with Mum and Dad.’ The farmer stood there for a
few minutes, shifting from one foot to the other, and
mumbling to himself. ‘Is there anything I can do for
you? I know where all the tools are, if you want to
borrow one, or I can give dad a message.’ ‘Well,’
said the farmer uncomfortably, ‘I really wanted to
talk to your Dad. It's about your brother Howard
getting my daughter Susie pregnant’. The boy
thought for a moment. ‘You would have to talk to
Dad about that. I know he charges £500 for the bull
and £50 for the pig, but I don't know how much he
charges for Howard.’

Health Warning. Never, under any circumstances
take a sleeping pill and a laxative on the same night.
A 710 for Her Car. A blonde came in and asked
for a seven-hundred-ten. The garage staff all
looked at each other and another customer asked,
‘What is a seven-hundred-ten?’ She replied, ‘You
know, the little piece in the middle of the engine, I
have lost it and need a new one’ She replied that
she did not know exactly what it was, but this piece
had always been there. The mechanic gave her
a piece of paper and a pen and asked her to draw
what the piece looked like. She drew a circle and
in the middle of it wrote 710. He then took her
over to another car, which had its bonnet up and
asked, ‘Is there a 710 on this car?’ She pointed
and said, ‘Of course, it’s right there.’

Sign at a Golf Club in Scotland
1. Back straight, knees bent, feet
shoulder width apart
2. Form a loose grip.
3. Keep your head down!
4. Avoid a quick back swing.
5. Stay out of the water.
6. Try not to hit anyone.
7. If you are taking too long, let others go ahead.
8. Don't stand directly in front of others.
9. Quiet please, while others are preparing.
10. Don't take extra strokes. Well done, now, flush the
urinal, wash your hands and go outside, and tee off.

Editor: If you're not sure what a 710 is, either,
look on Page 4 at the bottom of the left-hand
column
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The Sicilian Nanna (Another very old one)
A young Italian girl was going on a date. Her
Nanna said: 'Sita here ana let ame tella you
about this-a younga boy. He's agonna try ana
kiss you, you are agonna likea dat, but don't let
him do dat. He's agonna try ana kiss your
breasts, you are agonna like a dat too, but don't a
let him do dat eeda. But mosta important, he's
agonna try ana lay on topa you, you are agonna
really likea dat, but don'ta let him do dat for sure.
Doing thata willa disgraza our family.

The Lone Ranger. The Lone Ranger was
ambushed and captured by an enemy Indian War
Party. The Indian Chief proclaims, ‘So, you are
the great Lone Ranger’. ‘In honour of the Harvest
Festival, you will be executed in three days.’
‘Before I kill you, I grant you three requests’ ‘What
is your First request?'
The Lone Ranger
responds, ‘I'd like to speak to my horse.’ The
Chief nods and Silver is brought before the Lone
Ranger who whispers in Silver's ear, and the
horse gallops away. Later that evening, Silver
returns with a beautiful blonde woman on his
back. As the Indian Chief watches, the blonde
enters the Lone Ranger's tent and spends the
night.

With that bit of advice, the granddaughter went on
her date. The next day she told grandma that her
date went just like she had predicted: 'And
Nanna, I didn't let him disgrace our family as you
said. When he tried to lay on top of me, I just
rolled him over, got on top of him, and disgraced
HIS family!' Nanna fainted!!

The next morning the Indian Chief admits he's
impressed. ‘You have a very fine and loyal
horse’, ‘But I will still kill you in two days.’ ‘What
is your Second request?’ The Lone Ranger again
asks to speak to his horse. Silver is brought to
him, and he again whispers in the horse's ear. As
before, Silver takes off
and disappears over the
horizon.
Later that
evening, to the Chief's
surprise, Silver again
returns, this time with a
voluptuous
brunette,
more attractive than the
blonde. She enters the
Lone Rangers tent and
spends the night. The
following morning the
Indian Chief is again
impressed.
‘You are
indeed a man of many talents,’ ‘But I will still kill
you tomorrow.’ ‘What is your Last Request?’

Deeply in Love Paddy is passing by Mick's hay
shed one day when through a gap in the door he
sees Mick doing a slow and sensual striptease
in front of an old red Massey Ferguson. Buttocks
clenched, he performs a slow pirouette and
gently slides off first the right welly, followed by
the left. He then hunches his shoulders forward
and in a classic striptease move lets his braces
fall down from his shoulders to dangle by his hips
over his corduroy trousers. Grabbing both sides
of his checked shirt, he rips it apart to reveal his
tea stained vest underneath and with a final
flourish he hurls his flat cap onto a pile of hay.
‘What the heck are you doing Mick?’ says Paddy.
‘Jeez Paddy, ye frightened the living bejasus out
of me’, says an obviously embarrassed Mick,
‘but me and the missus been having some
trouble lately in the bedroom department, and
the therapist suggested I do something sexy to a
tractor’.

The Lone Ranger responds, ‘I'd like to speak to
my horse, alone.’ The Chief is curious, but he
agrees, and Silver is brought to the Lone
Ranger's tent. Once they're alone, the Lone
Ranger grabs Silver by both ears, shakes his
head several times, Looks him square in the eye
and says, Listen Very Carefully! For the Last
Time I said bring POSSE, not Prossie, you dumb
sodding horse!!’

Paddy is said to be shocked at finding out all his
cows have Bluetongue. ‘Be Jeysus!’ he said, ‘I
didn't even know they had mobile phones!’
Modern Living. What’s the difference between
stress, tension and panic?
Stress is when the wife is pregnant, Tension is
when the girlfriend is pregnant., And Panic is
when both are pregnant.

The Two Brooms. Two brooms were hanging in
the closet and after a while they got to know each
other so well, they decided to get married. One
broom was, of course, the bride broom, the other
the groom broom. The bride broom looked very
beautiful in her white dress. The groom broom
was handsome and suave in his tuxedo. The
wedding was lovely. After the wedding, at the
wedding dinner, the bride-broom leaned over and
said to the groom-broom, 'I think I am going to
have a little broom!' 'Impossible!' said the groom
broom. 'We Haven’t even Swept Together.'

I Know I am Getting Old when entering personal
details on the Internet I have to click a total of four
times on the drop-down box where you can select
your titled ‘year of birth’
In Case You are Still
trying to Work Out the Car
Part
from the 710 Article
For her Car in the Article in
Column two page 3.
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Another Submariner's Tale
There once was a sub crewed by Scotsmen
the redoubtable men of the north
she patrolled the Atlantic grey waters
from the base in the Firth of Forth

JEFF BACON © CARTOONS
I know this cartoon relates to a Marine, but as
stated before many of JB’s Cartoons relate to
multi Services.
Who has not been in this situation where despite
your severe predicament either through the
incident seeming funny or in many cases too
much drink means CDF has gone out of the
window
and
you
cannot
help but laugh!
I
was
in
hospital
in
British Military
Hospital in the
1960’s with a
Kiwi Seaman
who had lost
his foot in a 4.5’ Turret accident and we were
ordered to do the Beer/Milk issue on a ward of
about 40 mainly consisting of Yellow Fever,
Malaria who could not drink and many none
drinking Ghurkhas. The Beer was accounted for
at one can per man but the milk was not. I think
you can guess the rest and on being reprimanded
by a fearsome QARNC (Queen Alexandra Royal
Nursing Corps) Matron that we were both under
stoppage for the rest of our stay and, ordered we
were only to be allowed to drink water which was
kept in a flask due to the heat. Matron then
poured us a drink from the flask at first suspecting
we had pee’d in it, but our giggling on her
discovery it was ‘Tiger Beer’ was as in the case
above the last straw for her. I confess we both
felt very sorry for the nurses who were being
bawled at rotten through no fault of their own for
just smiling or it could be the suppressed
coughing spreading germs. Fortunately, for me
when I got back to HMS Terror with the multi
charge sheets from my stay in BMH, even the
Master at Arms thought if funny and would you
believe accused the Army of not having a sense
of humour.

Her skipper, a dour Aberdonian
was known for his tightness of loot
and much tighter yet with torpedoes
with a noticed reluctance to shoot
One morning they sighted a tanker
‘let’s sink it’ the crew said with glee
D' ye know ken the price of torpedoes
I’m not spending that much on him.
As they discussed the expenses
A destroyer appeared on the scene
a German with six-inch artillery
and Depth Charged the spotted Jock submarine
They took the boat down in a hurry
while the German came on at a pace.
‘Our skipper will save us’ the crew said
but the captain remained stoney faced
They sat on the bottom for hours
Dead quiet no man made a sound
while the German let loose her depth charges
and continued to circle around
Then a voice echoed out of the silence
in anguish it cried simply this
‘Just fire the bloody torpedoes
I'll foot the bill if you miss!’
Editor: Not a bad offer from a Scot I thought? This
also reminds me of one of the many dits of Mick
Jones a Merseyside SOCA/SA Member I was very
privileged to meet in both
Dolphin and Adelphi
Liverpool on a couple of
occasions. Mick, was one
of the Ballet le Scouse
from the 1990’s and early
2000’s
until
political
correctness started spoil
life and dropped them
from SOCA Reunions. I
was also very privileged
to attend Liverpool SOCA 50th Anniversary in
Liverpool. My CD shown is signed by the late Ian
Fraser VC our last living Submariner VC at the time.

THE TWO TIFFS
Read in Daily Mail 18 Dec 2019
The question was asked in the Daily Mail of ‘What
is the longest word in any
language?’ With apologies to
Mr R. Parnell, Bury St
Edmunds, Suffolk who I
thought his answer very clever
of ‘Further to the earlier
answer, surely the longest
word must be ‘Smiles’. This has a mile between
the first and the last letter’. At first, I thought he
must have been a Tiff. But then I thought subtilty
was not a trait of our two Tiffs?

Rick Rothwell wrote: The late Mick Jones of
Unbroken was wee Irish fella from Belfast. He was
an extraordinary performer of song, dance and
verse including stories long short and tall. Even so
he was mentioned in Alistair Mars’s account
‘Unbroken’ of presenting a request form to return to
General Service in the middle of a prolonged depth
charge attack. It should be remembered that Mick
Jones was the ears of Unbroken, i.e. a top UC. Mick
often quipped that the movie Sonarman Jonesey
was based on him in the Sean Connery Film ‘Hunt
for Red October’, who knows it might be true?
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UK SUBMARINE NEWS

production, installation, and support of weapons
systems and components onboard British and
American Trident II submarines. Under the potential
$299.86m four-year contract, General Dynamics
Mission Systems will continue to support the
systems. The company will modernise the strategic
weapon system of the SSBN. Work will include
installation, maintenance, and sustainment of fire
control subsystem and providing repairs to
subsystems relating to launch and navigation.

Extract from Save the Royal Navy 6 Dec 2019
As we reported in more detail earlier in the year, HMS
Vanguard will not be ready for sea early in 2020 as
originally scheduled. As of Dec 2019, she remains in
dry dock at Devonport, shrouded in scaffolding with
the Reactor Access House (RAH) still in place over
her reactor compartment indicating the refuelling
process is still incomplete. As a consequence, there
will be inevitable adjustments to the planned
maintenance schedules and routine of the other 3
boats. HMS Victorious is the next boat due to have
her LOP and may have to conduct additional patrol(s)
while really in need a major refit.

In addition, the contract will allow the General
Dynamics business unit to continue working on the
development of the fire control system for the RN’s
Dreadnought-class submarine and the US Navy’s
Columbia-class submarine.
The contract also
includes the development and maintenance of the
attack weapon control system of the US Navy’s Ohioclass guided-missile submarine. General Dynamics
Mission Systems Maritime & Strategic Systems
business vice-president and general manager said:
Our support for the navy’s strategic deterrent
programme spans nearly six decades, and forms the
foundation of our US Navy business. Continuing the
work, we have done on existing Ohio SSBN fire
control systems, and the development of the fire
control system for the navy’s newest fleet of
submarines demonstrates our ongoing relationship,
built on trust, partnership and innovation, with the US
and UK naval forces. The majority of the contract
work will be performed in Pittsfield, Massachusetts,
with completion set to take place by 30 Dec 2024.

Entry into service of the 4th Astute-class submarine,
HMS Audacious has been delayed by 17 months
putting further pressure on the RN’s vitally important
SSN force. The problems are of a serious technical
nature and will impact on the delivery of the following
three boats. This is a new construction rather than
an upkeep issue but no explanation or justification for
this serious setback has been made public. Those
accountable are conveniently shielded by the veil of
secrecy around the submarine enterprise.
In all of the instances six instances in the article of
ships and submarines it is not clear if technical
problems alone are the underlying reason for delays
but there is speculation that funding and personnel
have also become a factor. The demands of
equipping the aircraft carriers maybe gouging the
RN’s support budget.
The postponement of
Dauntless’ PIP until Spring suggests that the project
might have been suspended pending the start of the
next financial year. When the aircraft carriers sailed
from Rosyth, neither was a finished ship and both
require maintenance and a substantial and ongoing
programme of ‘capability insertion periods’ to
complete them. Supporting the carriers makes
considerable demands on contractors and their
subcontractors, who have finite numbers of skilled
personnel to carry out complex engineering tasks.
Unless the situation is gripped quickly, these issues
threaten to further erode the availability of ships for
operations. The Defence Secretary has told the First
Sea Lord to make his top priority ‘getting what we
have working’. If the theme of 2019 has been
dockyard delays, let us hope the Navy and its
contractors are able to report more rapid progress by
the end of 2020.

Royal Navy To Cut Back On Senior Personnel
Forces Network 23 Dec 2019
The RN is to cut back on some of its most senior
personnel because the service has become ‘too
top-heavy’, the First Sea Lord has said. Adm Tony
Radakin said there will be ‘bold changes’ to reshape
the Navy and that the money saved would be spent
on frontline jobs instead. Speaking in a Christmas
message the Admiral said said: ‘We will reduce the
size of Navy Command HQ with fewer Admirals and
1 Stars and look again at who really needs to be
there. ‘The Surface Flotillas will merge into one.
Heads of fighting arms will be 1 Stars other than
CGRM. ‘Any positions that we free up will be
invested in the frontline.’ According to reports, five
Admiral posts will be axed as part of the shake-up,
leaving the Navy with 37. It is also reported that the
number of military and civilian personnel at the RN's
HQ in Portsmouth could be halved. ‘For too long we
have bumped along,’ the 1st Sea Lord said. ‘We're
growing as a brand-new Navy and we're going to
change and it will be for the better. ‘There has to be
less gapping and we need to be a Navy with more
punch that really keeps us safe when people are
placed in harm's way. ‘We can do that but it needs
people up for the change and strong leaders.’ When
you go the Treasury and ask for more money, the
Treasury will turn around and say, 'Well we've given
you all this money and they're not working', it makes
a harder case when you go for more ships.’

General Dynamics to Support US and British
Submarine Weapons Systems
Naval Technology 9 Dec 2019
General Dynamics Mission Systems has received a
contract to upgrade and sustain fire control systems
and subsystems on the nuclear-powered ballisticmissile submarines (SSBN) operated by the US
Navy and the British Royal Navy. The omnibus
contract is a follow-on to a previous contract
received by the company in Dec 2015. The scope
of the initial contract included the development,
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Royal Maritime Club & Hotel
Refurbished Bedrooms, a new Lift and a
Restaurant Extension coming in April 2020
https://www.royalmaritimeclub.co.uk/

amalgamate them into doubles/twins, so that we
can retain this greatly recognised rating award.
Our eighteen single rooms will be joined together,
giving us nine new Classic Double or Twin rooms.
These new classic double/twin rooms will feature
'zip & link' double beds, allowing for a twin room to
be requested easily; free WIFI, flat screen Freeview
TV's, tea/coffee making facilities and attractive
modern furnishings, to make your stay more
enjoyable and relaxing. This refurbishment allows
us to be more flexible when hosting large events
and will be offered to our Members and Associations
with a discount for single occupancy.

The Royal Maritime Club & Hotel are pleased to
announce that between Jan 2020 and Apr 2020
we will undergo some significant refurbishment.
This refurbishment and enhancement is
necessary in order for the Club to flourish and
prosper in these challenging times for the
hospitality industry. Our eighteen single rooms
will be joined together, giving us nine new Classic
Double or Twin rooms and forty of our older
double/twin rooms will also be refurbished to a
more modern standard. These alterations will
give us increased flexibility in our accommodation
offering and will provide enhanced, modern and
accessible facilities, to ensure that your stay is
comfortable and relaxing. We will be installing a
new lift in the main foyer, which will provide
greater accessibility to the upper floors for all our
guests and we will also be increasing the size of
our main restaurant, Horatio's, to increase our
dining capacity.

Another forty of our older rooms will also be
upgraded over the timeframe to provide more
comfortable and up to date rooms, complete with all
the homely facilities that you'd expect from the
Royal Maritime Club & Hotel.
Horatio's
Restaurant. Our restaurant is a fantastic place to
enjoy good hospitality and delicious food. We will
be building an extension to Horatio's to provide
seating for an extra 30 covers during breakfast and
dinner, which will allow us to accommodate larger
parties for family occasions, reunions and special
events. The enlarged restaurant will be linked to the
existing Quarterdeck; which will also be able to be
hired out for private functions and dining events.
Please do bear with us whilst we make these
important renovations and we will of course
endeavour to keep any disruptions to the existing
restaurant to a minimum.
Editor: Whilst I can understand the ‘Market’
decision to dispense with single rooms, the Maritime
Club has always been an attractive venue to Old
Salts on their own, though I suppose the feeling is
we are dying out? Many a time I have booked the
single rooms and the Standards of the single rooms
was perfectly adequate for most of us. and a huge
improvement of the originals where you turned
sideways to open the door to go for a shower. All
these decisions are taken to improve the intake but
I still maintain a single ex Matelot will drink more
than most couples over a weekend stay!
New Strategic Studies Centre Opens for
Future Defence Research
Navy Books News https://www.navybooks.com/
The Royal Navy has just opened the Strategic
Studies Centre in Portsmouth Naval Base. The
new facility provides a centre to which to invite the
finest military, security and intelligence academics
and think-tank analysts in order to explore the
latest thinking and ideas surrounding the Navy’s
contribution to defence and security in the 21stCentury. Research carried out under its banner is
intended to guide future decision making when it
comes to naval/defence strategy and policy. Both
the Army and RAF have similar initiatives. The
RN's centre aims to further harness its academic
links and stimulate greater debate - ultimately all
leading to a better-informed service.

During this time there may be the odd area of
disturbance within the hotel, and we will of course
do our best to keep any noise or disruption to a
minimum. Upgrading our Bedrooms The Royal
Maritime Club & Hotel has achieved high
standards in the last ten years; we have
dramatically upgraded ourselves from a simple
Bed and Breakfast; to a 3-Star quality, but yet,
homely establishment, maintaining excellent
service and hospitality, meanwhile retaining our
history and maritime links. Our 3-star rating from
the English Tourist Board is a great achievement
for which we are very proud. However, our single
rooms are failing to fully comply with the
requirements of the English Tourist Board for their
3-star rating, and therefore, we must make the
difficult and expensive business decision to
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WORLD SHIPPING & NAVY NEWS

Israeli Prosecutors announce Charges
over Submarine deal with Germany
Reuters/RCN International Outlook, 09 Dec 2019
Israel's Ministry of Justice (MoJ) has announced
criminal charges against several of PM Benjamin
Netanyahu's aides for their alleged acceptance of
bribes related to Israel's purchase of three
submarines from Germany's Thyssenkrupp Marine
Systems (TKMS). Those charged include David
Shimron, Netanyahu's personal lawyer, ex-chief of
staff David Sharan, Admiral Eliezer Marom, the
former head of the Israeli Navy, and businessman
Miki Ganor, who was TKMS' agent. Though
questioned by police, Netanyahu himself is not
suspected of involvement in the affair, and TKMS is
also not facing charges, but Berlin earlier said that it
would cancel the deal if there was any evidence of
corruption. While Netanyahu was not indicted on
these charges, he is facing three other corruption
investigations, and may face criminal charges if he
is unable to form a government during this
prolonged series of elections and political
negotiations.

Over 300 Ships Involved in Illegal Registrations
World Maritime News, 28 Oct 2019
Insurance industry sources say that over 300
commercial vessels have been included in a spike
in fraudulent vessel registrations in 2019. According
to Standard Club, hundreds of vessels were found
to have been unlawfully flying flags registered under
countries that were unaware they were doing so,
including 73 vessels illegally flying the Democratic
Republic of Congo flag, 91 flying Fiji's flag, and 150
illicitly registered under the Federated States of
Micronesia. The UN's International Maritime
Organization (IMO) has sought to address the issue
of illegal flag flying and fraudulent registration in the
past, and is reportedly working on creating a publicly
accessible Global Integrated Shipping Information
database,
which
will
allow
government
organizations in charge of registering ships to more
easily verify vessel registration. Additionally, the
IMO is working with the UN Security Council
(UNSC) - which requires countries to de-flag any
vessels suspected of engaging in illegal activity,
such as circumventing sanctions - to develop a
comprehensive database on vessels currently
subject to UNSC sanctions by 2021.

Netherlands Shortlists Firms for Submarine
Replacement Programme
Naval Technology 16 Dec 2019
The Dutch MoD has shortlisted three companies for
the $2.77bn programme to replace the Walrus-class
submarines used by the Royal Netherlands Navy
(RNN). The MoD has issued a B-letter for the
Walrus-class replacement programme that will
involve the procurement of four new submarines. In
a press release, the ministry stated that Spanish
shipbuilder Navantia is now out of the competition.
The remaining companies in the competition are
Naval Group, Saab, and ThyssenKrupp Marine
Systems (TKMS). The RNN intends to acquire a
long-range, conventionally propelled submarine that
can operate for a long time. The MoD said: In the
next phase, the requirements, award criteria and
weighting factors are determined, based on factors
such as best boat for the best price, risk
management and the elaboration of national
security interests and strategic autonomy.

Russian Navy 2019: Two new submarines, 23 new
surface vessels and 480 new kinds of Armament
Barents Observer & Nat Interest 9 Dec 2019
Russian President Vladimir Putin said earlier this
month that the Russian Federation Navy (RFN) had
received 23 new surface vessels and two new
submarines in 2019. The figures were announced
in a meeting with military and industrial leaders in
Sochi, where he also detailed the procurement of
400 units of various missile and torpedo weapons,
in addition to the warships and submarines, which
included a new Borei-class ballistic missile
submarine (SSBN). The second submarine Putin
referred to was an unknown type, but commentators
suggest that it is either a Yasen-class nuclear attack
submarine (SSN), or a Lada-class diesel-powered
attack boat (SSK), both of which were expected to
enter service in 2019, but one of which has now,
apparently, been delayed. Commentators have also
suggested that just seven of the surface vessels
referred to are armed combatants, while the
remainder are support vessels, which is in keeping
with a RFN construction trend toward smaller and
fewer surface combatants; those introduced in 2019
include one 4,500-ton Gorshkov-class frigate, and
six missile corvettes. In addition to its shrinking size
and difficulty building new vessels, the RFN has
suffered numerous setbacks to its existing vessels,
including an incident on 5/12 in which its
beleaguered and only aircraft carrier Admiral
Kuznetsov
caught
fire
while
undergoing
modernization work at Severodvinsk.

The government hopes the programme will deliver
significant opportunities for the Dutch industry in the
design, construction and maintenance phases. The
Dutch Navy has been using the Walrus-class boats
since the 1990s, and existing submarines are
expected to reach the end of their service life in ten
years. The contract award to the winning bidder is
expected in 2022. All four submarines are expected
to enter service with the navy by 2031. The
Netherlands State Sec for Defence said: This
maritime power makes the submarine one of our
most important weapon systems. The Dutch
submarine service is highly regarded worldwide with
the Walrus class thus the need to replace the ships
now that the end of their life is approaching. Nato is
also pushing for this. Submarines are an important
and much-needed niche capacity.

Did You Know That the Fattest Knight at King
Arthur's round table was Sir Cumference. He
acquired his size from too much pi.
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NEWSLETTER FEEDBACK

Dear Shipmate Terry. Just to say a very special
Thank You, for all of your hard work and
interesting articles throughout the past year.
Have great Christmas and a Happy and healthy
New Year. From John in Leic

Scottish Independence & JP/HMS Urge. As
always grateful for the newsletter, read the piece
about Scottish independence and Faslane and
here are some of thoughts that crossed my mind.
This
strange
arrangement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naval_Station_Rota
and https://tinyurl.com/y6g9hkz3. The US have a
nuclear boat base quite close to Canada (in terms
of risk of radiation etc) https://tinyurl.com/qs6ulx7
I also recalled the spare missiles (for
maintenance) are all in the US (though war heads
in the UK ) and that the actual
firing of the missiles (God help us
) will be by the SSBN way out at
sea, thus Faslane is not a target
in a 4 minute drastic nuclear war.
Faslane could be leased to the
England by an independent Scotland still in the
EU, with perhaps ship building deals. Who knows
whether Scotland would join NATO eventually?
Turkey is in NATO, but no in the EU. Really all
depends how keen Scotland is to join the EU
Complicated business, but there are precedents
for a deal. For what it’s worth, the USN East
Coast missile boat base is about 150 miles from
Vancouver, Canada. I Hope to live long enough
to see all business happen, 90 this year!

Editor: Thank you also to several DS Members
for messages in similar vein as it indicates for
once I am getting something right for YOUR
newsletter which I hope is still achieving its
original as when launched 1997 time. aim for the
gratitude that you appreciate. It’s certainly come
a long way since printing 20 or more sheets and
after turning them over printing the other side
thence putting them up and down the stairs to
collate the pages in the right order, especially with
the odd frustrating mishap of printing on the side
already done or upside down!! I confess the
technology now is wonderful that 20 to 24 pages
can be printed in one ready for stapling and quite
happy to undertake that and sit on them for a day
or so to get them flat enough to post A5, Your
feedback is essential to ensure the DS Newsletter
is what you the members want?
Judy Holland Funeral, Markeaton Park Crem,
Derby. A full Catholic Mass had taken place at St
George’s Catholic Church, Village Street, Derby prior
to arrival at Markeaton Crematorium. A lot of Judy’s
friends were waiting when her coffin arrived at noon
on the 20th of December 2019, and many of them
were wearing the crocheted poppies that Judy so
willingly made to help raise money for the Royal
British Legion. In full keeping with Scottish tradition
a sole piper in full Scottish regalia led the cortège
from the entrance of the crematorium playing
Scotland the Brave, and when her coffin was carried
into the chapel there was Judy’s beautifully
crocheted hat, that she had made some years ago
on top of the Coffin. Her son Andrew Holland,
emotionally spoke the tribute, and Jennifer
Williamson did the bible reading. The hymns sung
were O Lord my God and Be Thou My Vision. The
Priest gave a glowing report on Judy’s 99 years of
life, and how she was one of the first ATS sergeants
to tread the hallowed ground of the Sergeants Mess
at Normanton Barracks in Derby. When Judy left the
ATS she ran a hair dressing saloon on Osmaston
Park Road, Derby. The service concluded with the
Scottish piper playing ‘The Black Bear’. It was a
lovely and fitting Service to a marvellous person.
May she rest in peace. Everyone was invited back to
‘The Great Northern’ (Opposite the old Mickleover
Station) Station Road, Mickleover for refreshments.
Joyce and I had an appointment in town so we
declined the offer. Peter Johnson
Editor: Judy, with the appropriate name of
Holland’ has been an Associate Member of
Derbyshire Submariners since early 2000, and a
very supportive member to all members. Very few
Lunches or events did she miss. Rest in Peace
lovely Lady, you will be sadly missed. Terry H

By the way I was J.P’s ‘Technical Advisor‘ about
the appearance of ‘Urge’ when he first started on
his campaign, and I still keep in regular touch and
encourage him as he is very much alone with a
lot of opponents. As you say time to settle the
matter with proper survey. Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year to you and yours, and all your
Derbyshire Submariner members. Peter H
Members Communication. Stan Smart’s Sec.
02 Dec. Hi Terry, be thinking of you during your
recuperation. Just don't do anything you're not
supposed to. Stan sends his apologies, he will
not make the meeting on Friday, we'll be in Rio!
02 Dec. Response. Hi Karen, Thanks for kind
words - Do not think I will have the choice
P.S. Re Stan in Rio = POOR RIO!!
20 Dec. Karen Advised. Poor Stan! We have
both come home ill. Stan has lost 11/2 Stone, and
I have lost 1 Stone. Good holiday or what? Hope
your recuperation is going well. Have a good
Christmas.
21 Dec. I could not possibly
comment, so just replied Get Well Soon Too!
However, my thoughts elicited the feeling that we
submariners have a very strange sense of
humour? Why go on a diet on holiday?
Victor Andrew-Gernand 20 Dec Thanks Terry,
for the Jan 243 Journal it really is well put
together, and I wish you and all members A Merry
Christmas and prosperous 2020
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BOOK REVIEWS

known. This is the world of the submariner. This is
life under pressure. Based on first-hand experience,
the book is the candid, visceral and incredibly
entertaining account of what it’s like to live, work,
sleep, eat, and stay sane in one of the most extreme
man-made environments on the planet. Editor: I
make the call that the author loved to ‘drip’ but was
also very proud of his Service; which makes it beyond
any shadow of doubt that he is not relating someone
else’s experiences!! The book is full of stuff on
‘Bombers’ of the time, which us mere Conventional
or even Hunter Killer Submariners even as Radio
Operators with a very high security clearance level
were forbidden to ever go and look over one of them.
The need to know basis was I understand partly due
to the US involvement of the Polaris System, and I
did once ask at Faslane if I could visit one for a ‘Look
See’, to be told put in a Drafting Preference card to
join them and we will see. I wanted to look inside one
not volunteer to find out if I may have been suitable
to volunteer and to be just drafted to them did not
appeal. Thus, I never did see inside a Polaris Boat
but did once see them loading one up ready for patrol
at Coulport whilst we picked up a war load for patrol,
and admit that was pretty impressive and an amazing
sight but then focused on helping load Mark 8’s which
I think someone commented ‘lucky buggers, theirs’s
are all done for them’.

SUBMARINE by © John Wingate 1982
Published 1982 ISBN 0 297 78004 2
When a nation, whose very existence depends on
overseas trade, spends so much on its social
services that it allows its navy to shrink to a coastal
defence force and hands over control of its vital
sea routes to its potential enemy, that nation is
undoubtedly in a state of grievous decline
Blackwood’s Magazine Jan 1978
This book is the culmination of a possible horribly real
story begun in Frigate & Carrier and the final book of
the trilogy by John Wingate. It is both an indictment
of the existing strategic policies of the great powers
and a tribute to the men whose lives were at risk now
and in war. Many of us served in the RN and
Submarines in the 1970-80’s during the Cold War.
This story is about an out dated, expendable diesel
submarine, Orcus, that is despatched on a near
suicidal patrol in Soviet waters. The success of her
mission is the vital part of the main operation to which
the British nuclear submarine, the hunter-killer Safari,
is committed: the destruction of the giant Soviet
underwater battleship, Typhoon. It reflects the era of
a Conventional P&O boat who were only too aware
in a real war it would be one way but we were still
confident of our stealth and professionalism against
the Soviets, however, misplaced. Thence the Safari,
based on a Swiftsure Class boat of the time under
the ice stalking his prey with the crew tensed for
action. Typhoon was a NATO Class of Russian
submarine at this time and a fearsome bit of kit the
power of which was partly demonstrated with the
explosion of a torpedo on the Kursk in 2000. I read
this book when it came out in the 1980’s but have reread and enjoyed it after picking it up in a jumble sale
in Heanor, Derbyshire and guess what? It had an
official stamp inside the cover saying Education &
Resettlement Officer, 18 Mar 1983 – HMS Excellent!
Not Guilty, Honest!!

One or two things someone may be able to clarify for
me this book states POTS was the Petty Officer
Tactical Systems. The POTS was to me both as a
Skimmer and Submariner the ‘Petty Officer
Telegraphist or Radio Supervisor that they became,
but I remember acronym for the PO Tel or RS still
being POTS well into the 1980’s? He also states that
things had changed and some ‘Perishers’ due to
shortage of qualified submarine officers get a second
bite of the cherry and can have a second chance
which I have never heard before? Not a criticism in
any shape or form as stated I never served on either
R or V Boats but the comments are common to some
people, I know with regards the nuclear deterrent.
However, it was also stated that the general
Submariner did not look at the broader picture of the
right or wrong of the job, but just took pride in his
professionalism without deep analysis of a real
launch or firing a ‘Live Fish’ or put simply their only
comment would be ‘Let’s bomb the Bastards’. With
50 years just commemorated of CAD and the fact we
are all still here, it’s like when I moved to the Village
of Stanley in 1997/8 and had a burglar alarm fitted (If
not the first, certainly one of them) and I was asked
by my neighbour ‘What do you want with one of them,
we do not even lock the doors’. I said to her it’s
because I 24hr shift work and if it goes off in anger,
its failed as I want them to go next door’. Ironically,
we are still very good friends and neighbours 20
years later, and now, I do not think any of the 300
properties in the village has not got a burglar alarm.
A bit like countries with submarines really! However,
my conclusion is I certainly know more about ‘Polaris
Bombers’ now, than I did before reading this book

Under Pressure by © Richard Humphreys 2019
Harpur Colins 2019 13579 10 8642
Loaned to me, and a story of a five year career of a
‘Seaman Golly’ (Radio Operator Electronic Warfare
as I would know them) Richard the author served
from 1985 to 1990 and spent his career on Polaris
Submarine HMS Resolution where the fly leaf asks
‘Imagine a world without natural light, where you can
barely stand up straight for fear of
knocking your head, and have no
idea of where in the world you are or
what time of day it is. Where you
sleep in a coffin sized bunk and
sometimes eat a full roast for
breakfast. Now imagine sharing that
world with 140 other sweaty bodies,
crammed into a 430’ x 33’ steel tube, 300’ under
water, for up to 90 days at a time, with no possibility
of escape. And to top it off, a sizeable chunk of your
living space is taken up by the most formidable
destructive nuclear weapons history has ever
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them and new roles have been developed to fill
gaps left in the sometimes turbulent wake of a
National Museum churning through several
management structure iterations, especially in the
earlier years. Some issues continue to limit the
direction and speed of travel of the new National
Museum as it continues to develop itself whilst, at
the same time having absorbed a large number of
other maritime assets: HMS Trincomalee in
Hartlepool; HMS Caroline in Belfast; HMS Victory,
HMS Warrior, HMS M33, LCT 7074 in Portsmouth
Historic Dockyard; and Explosion on the Gosport
side of Portsmouth Harbour. It has also sought
relationships with other naval heritage assets, the
most significant for the Friends of the Submarine
Museum being HMS Courageous in Devonport
Dockyard and X51 in the Scottish Submarine
Centre in Helensburgh. That’s a huge amount to
digest for an organisation operating on a shoestring
budget dictated by years of parsimonious support
over decades; in my opinion, the Navy has never
been as supportive of heritage through its
museums, in financial terms, as the other Services.

To Join the Friends of the S/M Museum (FoSM)
Derbyshire Submariner Members, hard copies
available from Terry H. Please visit web site:
https://www.rnsubmusfriends.org.uk/join/
Jon Westbrook, Chairman FoSM Report
I sometimes ponder on what metric we might use to
measure the ‘health’ of the Friends. I obviously
mean the Society of Friends as opposed to each
individual; my goodness how difficult would the
latter task prove given our collective ages and
ailments. Having said that in a rather jocular
manner in all seriousness it does amaze me how
the Friends turn out when required. The last AGM
in Sept 2019 was one of the best attended in living
memory, I suppose it might be asked; who’s
memory? But it is underpinned by real data. We
will continue to ensure that the AGM meets the
requirements to: conduct the formalities required of
our charitable status; inform members of what we
have done to further our aims; entertain and very
importantly, provide the opportunity to see and
engage with old colleagues. We are already
working on the 2020 meeting. While I have been
very keen to encourage new serving members it’s
worth reflecting that the number of submarine
veterans far exceeds those currently serving so I’m
sure we all have old shipmates who are not
members; why not give them a call encourage them
to join and meet up at the AGM. In the meantime,
we’ll keep working on the serving community.

Nevertheless, progress has been made in many
areas, and continues to be made, albeit at a price.
The view from the fringe of the NMRN is that its
performance in terms of visitor numbers and income
per visitor is good. However, this does not mean
there is cash to spare against the very significant
demands of providing a home for the new RM
Museum, the need for some renovation at the Fleet
Air Arm Museum, and the ongoing museum-wide
collections cataloguing and co-location of what are
now National Museum artefacts and assets. It is
frustrating to know that there is money available for
relatively small projects but little spare capacity for
museum staff to develop and manage projects. The
benefits of doing so can be seen all around the RN
Submarine Museum (RNSM), where many smalland medium-sized projects have been developed
over the last ten years using money from the
Friends, from legacies targeted specifically towards
the Submarine Museum, as well as some funds
from National Museum coffers. This has been
achieved with co-operation between the Friends,
the Museum and various departments of the NMRN
working together. Speculating into the future, could
these successful cooperative working ventures
point towards a Submarine Museum with greater
autonomy, an annual budget to cover running costs
and maintenance, but wholly accountable to the
NMRN for its key performance indicators?
Whatever the way forward chosen, much more
could be achieved in the here and now, and in a
more orderly and cohesive way, if there were a
fleshed-out long-term RNSM site Development
Plan, however aspirational. In current Friends’
thinking, there are two aspects we regard as
priorities for future work: first, we wish to see the
heritage and memorial aspects of the site, originally
set up to be The Submarine Memorial Complex;
preserved and developed. to veteran submariners,

In a really difficult financial environment, our
museum continues to be a first class and popular
attraction. Visitor numbers are up compared to last
year. New acquisitions and updated displays, many
funded by the Friends provide a narrative of our
history and heritage. And, refurbished of the
Garden of Remembrance is a fitting and appropriate
setting to acknowledge the commitment of our
colleagues. While we can’t dictate the strategy of
the NMRN the committee are very much focussed
on ensuring that the more recent submarine force
activities are represented in ways which appeal to
the modern generations; again, Friends support will
greatly aid this. To finish I think that it’s worth
remembering that since its formation in 1995 the
Society of Friends has made grants to the museum
of over £400,000; I’d say that’s pretty healthy.
A View of the Submarine Museum from
the Vice Chair, on Behalf of the Committee
Our S/M Museum Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow
It is over ten years since the National Museum of
the Royal Navy (NMRN) came onto the scene,
bringing the four separate Naval Museums under
one umbrella. Despite the expected resistance to
change – some of it reinforced by stubborn tribalism,
and some falling away of support through groups of
Friends, progress has been achieved by those who
have adapted to the changes happening around
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our museum is not just a visitor attraction, although
I, personally, have no objections to it being given
‘attractions’ that will bring in visitors, especially
youngsters;
second,
we
encourage
the
development and expansion of storytelling on the
site, which has little space remaining to expand
physical displays, and until recently told little about
the submarines operating in the Cold War and postCold War eras. Of course, you are already familiar
with progress on some of these:

The Jolly Rogers spring straight to mind, but these
techniques could also be used to illustrate facets of
the Falklands War and bring aspects of the Cold
War to life. They also offer opportunities to show
artefacts from the reserve collection without
requiring more physical space on the Gosport site.
In Summary, the role of the Friends has had to
develop rapidly following the RNSM’s assimilation
into the NMRN; I continue to see the latter as a cash
strapped organisation with large and widespread
ambitions. But I see little hope of any large
infrastructure investment in the RNSM at least until
the RM’s Museum and cataloguing and
centralisation of the overall NMRN collection is
complete. I also believe that the Submarine
Museum would not have developed as far as it has
in the first ten years of the NMRN’s existence
without robust and persistent intervention by the
Friends. I also firmly believe that we have been a
good friend to the NMRN by doing so, and that this
is being recognised, at least in some quarters. I
hope the Society of Friends can continue to work
with the NMRN to invest in the Submarine Museum
in accordance with the aspirations declared in
earlier paragraphs, but, in my personal view the
RNSM does need a fleshed-out long-term
Development Plan to give concerned organisations,
donors and benefactors clarity of purpose.

The Memorial Garden & Wall. Although Phase 2
of garden development has faltered due to the
unavailability of the designer, enough has been
completed for the museum to declare it complete at
any point now. However, an archway at the ‘office’
end remains an aspiration. On the downside, the
wall contains a small number of errors and needs a
new canopy. Moreover, the structure is not robust,
and research indicates that correction of errors
would leave the Wall looking unacceptably messy.
However, these are not issues usually dealt with
using a Friends’ donation because we are about
‘enhancement’ not ‘structural maintenance’.
A Memorial Book in Electronic Format. The
Friends are encouraging using interactive access of
an electronic display by the public for interest and
research. This ‘book’ will remain the master record
of the 5,500+ submariners who have given their lives
while on active service but will be easier to correct
and to expand. Indeed, again speculating into the
future, it could replace the Wall if that structure
deteriorates.
Progress on this project awaits
decisions after work to produce an interactive
display for the VC Exhibition is complete and its
usage has been analysed. Subjective observation
is already suggesting that there is great interest
amongst visitors for this sort of information display.

The Friends continue to be about ‘Enhancement’ of
the museum and not about being a source of money
for routine or emergency maintenance. This is
generally recognised by the RNSM and NMRN staff
with whom we have dealings. The canopy above the
Wall of Remembrance is a case in point: as it
deteriorates, will that in turn lead to deterioration of
the panels comprising the Wall itself? And should
that lead to involvement by the Friends financially or
should we limit ourselves to lobbying for NMRN
maintenance funding to ensure the life of the Wall of
Remembrance for another decade? I believe that
there can be ‘grey areas’ and that NMRN and RNSM
staff should be encouraged to lay out their pitches
and work together to find solutions to problems.
Lastly, our relationship with the General Manager
and her Duty Managers is of immense importance to
the Friends, as is that with the senior management
of the NMRN, especially now that there is no
submarine expertise immediately available amongst
on-site staff, except for the Alliance Guides and
Committee Members who live locally. The Guides
remain a unique part of the museum’s attraction to
visitors and their storytelling skills are second to
none. Jock McLees Vice Chair

A Donor Display. This will acknowledge those
individuals and organisations who have made
bequests and donations to the RNSM; this project
has been allocated partial funding from a very
generous bequest and awaits the availability of
design effort. Some of the ideas already described
may indicate a path to the development and
expansion of storytelling at the Museum, which has
little space remaining to enlarge physical displays.
Also, there is but a low probability of site
development in the near or even medium terms.
However, expanding and deepening the stories told
may be possible using modern electronic
techniques. The Friends have long aspired to
promote the stories behind the Submarine VCs,
which lie at the heart of the story of RN submarines
during the last 120 years. Recently, the Friends
agreed to donate £8-10K to enhance the existing
VC exhibition display, including the introduction of
an interactive unit which will allow visitors to ‘delve’
into the stories behind the faces on display in the
VC area. This project could perhaps be an allimportant step towards using electronic displays to
expand storytelling in other areas

Date of Friends AGM 2020
After trying out a proposal for the meeting to be held
at the end of Aug those attending were generally
unhappy with the date and timing proposed, no
suggestions have been submitted to the Committee,
thus at the Nov Committee Meeting an alternative
time/Date was fixed for Friday 11th Sept 2020
which fits in well with the Friends’ Business Plan.
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weighing just 8 stone. The wait increased and his
daughter states that it got him down not receiving any
official acknowledgement of his vastly important find.
But one day, long after the war, he received a letter
informing him of his knighthood for which he became
very emotional. The very next day came a second
letter informing him that the letter and knighthood
wasn’t intended for him which was a cruel blow to him,
his family and those in the know about his war service
when a very ill man. He died in 1986. I highly
recommend it to any submariner. The book is called
A Game of Birds and Wolves written by Simon Parkin
[2019]. It is so vastly different from any submarine tale
yet told, and the stars were the most unlikely motley
crew ever, with just ordinary Wren officers and ratings
many of them youngsters and a commander [at the
start] who never ever went to sea

A Game of Wolves And Birds
© Book Review by Godfrey Dykes
The Mail on Sunday tells a daring-do story of WW2
just released for public viewing from the National
Archives Kew. It tells the fascinating tale of how a
humble RN Commander, a navigator serving in the
surface fleet, discharged from the navy in 1937 with
severe TB, found out how U-Boats were able to sink
convoy vessels at will, and why escorts were
launching their depth charges in the wrong direction.
So, I, and a couple of others now with the book
already [official launch day 7 Nov 2019 are the only
people au fait with this story: thought I would mention
it to you too. I paid £14 total for the
hardback but now £10.99 paperback.
This commander begged to return to a
war job although he was still too ill for
active service. He thought up a plan and
game similar to the battleships game, and
the only people who took him seriously were a bunch
of Wrens stationed in Liverpool. They played his
game in a large room with a big wooden floor setting
up scenarios for the convoy and the attacking wolf
packs adding in real life wolf pack killings wondering
how and why they managed to take out prime target
usually travelling in the centre of a large convoy.
None of his game made sense until he realised that
the navy had got it wrong; they were always assuming
that the boats struck from the outside of the convoy
footprint running the risk of detection and destruction
by escorts also on the outside of the main body. He
was able to prove without doubt that U-Boats always
followed the main body and when in the middle struck
the big boys by torpedoes and then crash dived
awaiting the rearward convoy ships to pass over them
and once that had happened, at their leisure would
come shallow and reposition. Meanwhile the escorts
were attacking asdic contacts coming from the outer
circles and never attacking within the circles and the
asdic signature was like a pot mess with convoy
ships, escorts and yes, U-Boats all contributing to the
ambient underwater noise.

Royal Naval Days of Modern Yore?
© Godfrey [Jeff] Dykes RN 1953-1984
RN with a Bear Hug for the RCN
So many stories are told about the WW2 years with
emphasis on the RN's input to defeating the dreaded
Atlantic U-Boat curse. That story is legion and well
told/known, but sometimes unfairly as regards our
dear, devoted and professional allies operating in the
northern waters of the north Atlantic an ocean area I
know well, but fortunately for only 19 months in days
gone by 56 years ago. This was the commitment of
the fledgling Royal Canadian Navy (RCN), of whom I
have had first-hand experience, far more and above
the knowledge of the run of mill RN personnel both
ashore and at sea. The Sixth RN Submarine Flotilla
formed and based on Halifax Nova Scotia 1955-1965
under the name of HMS Ambrose, were far more au
fait with the Canadians than were ever the RN per se,
and as each RN Boat joined and left the Flotilla, so the
bond grew. I was in HM S/M 'Auriga' 1963-1964 [19
months - Commissioned by Lt Cdr M.R. Wilson RN]
and lived in Halifax with my wife and first-born son
[Steven] in Halifax 1963. As such he became a
'bluenose' the name for all born and bred Nova
Scotians [Nova Scotia means New Scotland], and now
aged 56 and a Senior Lecturer and Director of a
London University, he is still very proud of his dual
nationality especially being a bluenose: so named after
a ship built in Nova Scotia, which became famous.

After his game theory was proved beyond doubt, he
secured for himself great interest leading eventually
to the King and other VIP’s visiting his board game
and watching for themselves the final pictures kept
moving in real time by Wrens on a flat ‘ocean’ floor
surface instead of on a near vertical surface, the norm
at that time used for plotting enemy, aircraft and ships.
Bit by bit before it was finally approved and
operational CO’s of escorts would visit the Liverpool
building and actually take part in the board game
which by that time was called ‘Operation Raspberry’.
Once operational, upwards of 200 mariners of all
kinds from convoys to escorts went through
Raspberry before sailing and once proven beyond
doubt that all along to that point the navy had got it
wrong, we increased our destruction of U-Boats many
fold. After the war and having been credited with the
simple and free set piece device, the commander,
now a captain, went back fully to being a civilian and
still blighted with lungs no longer fit for purpose and

During that period, Auriga did and saw so many
things which were ground breaking events, many on
my web pages. I was stimulated into doing this
having just read the brand-new book called ‘A Game
of Birds and Wolves’ about the increased killing of
Atlantic German U-Boat wolf packs by the RN [and
others] operating out of Liverpool. (See Previous
Article) Once upon a time there was a young RCN
who manifestly displeased the RN with, quote the
RN, a gross inability to marshal and thereafter protect
from U-Boat attacks, an east bound convoy of
merchant ships carrying goods to the UK, when many
of the ships in the convoy were lost. In colloquial
terms, he was sent to Coventry by the RN but was
feted and admired by the RCN back in dear old
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Canada. In hind sight it was a rather unfair judgement,
for the poor man had few escorts of any note or worth
and with inexperienced CO's and some not fully
worked-up, to control forty-two convoy vessels against
a massive wolf pack attack, losing fifteen ships out of
the forty-two during the crossing. However, the
mention of Auriga’s involvement is mentioned in
the Halifax newspaper shown on the web site
http://www.godfreydykes.info/ROYAL_CANADIA
N_NAVY_EMBRYONIC_DAYS_OF_NORTH_A
TLANTIC_CONVOY_ESCORT_DUTIES.html
which we highly recommend you to visit for detail
not possible in this excellent newsletter. I was
proud that one day, I would meet Canadian Rear Adm
Desmond Piers, now long ago forgiven by the RN and
effectively put on a pedestal by his beloved navy and
country folks, was a great surprise and an honour I
have always treasured. He was still in uniform with
three more years yet to serve before his retirement in
1967, and I remember a very spritely 51-year-old
veteran of the bad old days of German U-Boat wolf
packs creating havoc in the North Atlantic. If that were
not enough to deal with, in what has always been
tempestuous waters and when not, fog-bound in real
Pea Souper’s [the likes of which other areas of the
Atlantic do not suffer] off the infamous Grand Banks,
the gateway to the North Atlantic proper from and to
the great port of Halifax Nova Scotia, the last
remaining open all year round port before arriving in
the Gulf of St Lawrence and closed winter ice-bound
ports thereafter. This man died in 2005 when 92 after
a well spent life. My wife Beryl and I used to spend
much of our leisure time [when not at sea or visiting
many US ports and cities] around the Nova Scotian
coast line particularly between Liverpool, Chester and
Peggy's Cove, and here's a point, that although Nova
Scotia means New Scotland there are as many towns
and a handful of cities and areas bearing English
names as well as with Red Indian tribal names as
there are Scottish names!

my time in Canada and so it was when Admiral Piers
retired in 1967. During the period 1910 until 1967 the
highest rank in the RCN was a rear admiral and
Admiral Piers. was one of a few only. However the
navy grew in size with a small submarine fleet and
more surface vessels whilst continuing to dabble with
an aircraft carrier, which nearly always appeared to be
harbour bound, until eventually it warranted a Vice
Admiral as the highest Canadian rank which continues
today in 2019, and there is just the one in command.
In June 2011 HRH The Duke of Edinburgh became
the Admiral of the RCN.
It would be many moons before the Canadians had
ultra-modern diesel electric submarines [and in
greater numbers] renowned for their quietness and
efficiency, when they purchased the RN's 'O' =
Oberon Class, the finest, fastest and almost stealth
proof deep-sea long-range submarines. To put it into
perspective, my submarine at this time of serving in
Canada [63/64] built in the 1940's but never saw war
service, was ancient when compared to our 'A' Class
but we ran them into the deck until the early 1970's.
Our very last use of diesel submarine technology was
when we built a class of submarines in the 1980's
called the 'Upholder' class [yes, U-Boats] which we
used for just a few years to allow our new nuclear
submarines into front line service in any sustainable
numbers, and at that point we laid the Upholder’s up
and put them up for sale. That sale was a long time in
the coming, and the boats deteriorated as a result.
When it did come it was from the Canadians again.
Prior to being laid up they were fine ultra-modern
diesel electrical boats, but in truth, the same can't be
said of them at the end of a lengthy lay-up. Sadly, the
Canadians struggled with the class, four in number,
riddled, according to them, with defects rendering
them unserviceable, and much angst passed towards
the UK from Ottawa. That aside and absolving any
blame on the UK, the Canadians had followed the
rules of 'Caveat Emptor' [buyer beware] and had
satisfied themselves full well aware of their long lay up
out of service period that they were fit for service for
their requirements. Since those days [1998] the
Canadians have gone their own way and will probably
buy diesels of an inferior technical build/quality to
those sold to them by the British. Australia too ran
British 'O' boats but decided to go for their own build,
the 'Collins' class which are demonstrably inferior to
an 'O' boat. Still, since we only now build nuclear
submarines for our own use, our market is closed to
all comers and the finger pointing has come to an end,
although neither Australia nor Canada can afford to
get into the nuclear game!

Starting in the mid 1960's just a couple of months after
'Auriga' was reassigned back to the UK after nearly 20
months on station and the last of the RN submarines
had joined the 6th flotilla/HMS Ambrose which was
disbanded later in 1965, the RCN created a state of
flux inconceivable to the RN over its long history! It
started in 1965 when the long association with the
white ensign was dropped in favour of the maple leaf
ensign and jack, this had long been mooted before we
left the station. In 1968 they decided to drop the long
established [from post WW1] use of the RCN title, to
amalgamate the navy army and air force into The
Canadian Armed Forces, ditching the naval uniform in
favour of a common rifle-green uniform for all armed
forces ranks. I'll wager that the admiral was none too
pleased about that? Then the Canadians ditched the
National Anthem in 1980 and instead used a new one
of their own called O Canada. Finally, in 2011 to
everybody's astonishment they decided to reinvent
the wheel and reinstated the RCN and the name and
naval uniform reappeared. The RCN was in being in

Back to the friendship of the Canadian Admiral and the
British submarine boss in Halifax. Our submarine was
chosen to give Adm Piers a day at sea, and on the
day, he arrived, the boat was spotless and shone like
a bright star. He was most impressed especially when
he took on board that we had flotillas and squadrons
[1st, 2nd, 3rd and 10th] stationed around the UK with
more stationed in Malta [5th], Sydney NSW [4th], and
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Singapore [7th]. It also performed well with not a defect
in sight. We took surface passage out of the long
harbour staying close in on the coast avoiding many
islands especially off Chester, when the Admiral used
the search periscope set to high power to get a good
look I believe at his house and the environs of the
village said to be the richest part of Nova Scotia!
Travelling south east to open sea we had two dives
followed by surfacing's, one on the watch [done by
roughly a third of the crew] and one at diving stations
involving all the crew. We did a short snort to show
how we charged our main batteries [by running the
diesel engines when dived] to allow underwater
operations and propulsion, and the admiral operated
a few controls like steering and forward hydroplanes.
He much enjoyed sitting on the chariot which is
powered by electricity and moves through a 360o
azimuth controlled by a foot switch, which is clutchedinto the very heavy search periscope, so with a toe or
heel pressure on the foot switch one could slew the
'scope clockwise or anticlockwise to look at any
surface object at one's pleasure in either 'low power'
or 'high power' referring to magnification. Then back
to the dockyard [having had lunch aboard] just
underneath the city's famous Angus L McDonald
suspension bridge which connects the city of Halifax
to the city of Dartmouth, there we go again - not a
Scottish word in sight, although in fairness the name
of the bridge might be that of a Scot? Since those
days, they have built another suspension bridge to
Dartmouth further into the harbour down at the
Bedford end, was that another English word? Auriga
did so many things including working the Cabot Straits
East Canada, exiting from under the ice after polynya
hunting, and whale watching. We also visited
Washington including Arlington, for those who have
never had the privilege to visit this stunningly beautiful
national burial ground of great dimensions/acreage, it
is very poignant. Editor: Arlington was the inspiration
of Cdr Childs RN for the NMA and having visited both,
and involved with the NMA since the late 1990’s
before it opened, I only state I feel it is wonderful?
Auriga was a regular visitor to New York [and other
cities/areas including Bermuda at Ireland Island]
getting an alongside berth in the East River and shore
accommodation in the Naval Barrack in Brooklyn.

trials, and operational on task duty in her first
commission, she sailed for a deep test dive off Boston
near Cape Cod, Boston because of the tremendous
bottom depth of 8,400’ (11/2 miles deep)
Academically, only scientists state that at 13,123 feet
the pressure at that depth is a staggering 11,000 lbs
psi. The pressure at the bottom of Thresher's deep
dive of 8400' was approximately 3,747 lbs psi. The
safety/rescue surface vessel in attendance which had
sailed with her from Portsmouth was the USS Skylark,
which from the start the test period all went well to
plan. On arrival at diving station, she dived to 'catch
the trim’ i.e. to make sure the boat was horizontally
level with water in internal tanks ready to be pumped
forward to aft and vice versa if necessary, to achieve
a near perfect balance when almost stationary. She
then surfaced with more checks of systems before
diving again to spend the night underwater before the
deeper/deep trials began the following day.
At some stage, perhaps of doubt, we were called to
sea to act as a decompression chamber also known
as a Diving Chamber for anybody who managed to
escape should all go terribly wrong: why that doubt, if
doubts existed, is hard to qualify because according to
navy official files used to create a quasi-official video
streamed on You Tube, in her first year of being at sea
before being docked in dry dock for over seven
months at Portsmouth New Hampshire navy yard
cumulating in a command change to its second
skipper, she had dived successfully down to her
certified deep diving depth of 1300’ over forty times, a
fact repeated during the video! Later in the day, we
also learned that USN submarines had also been
called to sea for decompression/diving chamber
duties ensuring a huge capacity to cater for Thresher's
needs, were they required. On arrival at the scene, in
rough seas, I communicated with the Skylark which
had assumed the duties of the SOSF [Senior Officer
Search Force] who said that she was on top [of
Thresher] and requesting us to stand off and await
further orders:
Slightly later we were directed to move some distance
away from the datum point in case of any attempt at a
personnel escape or an emergency surfacing attempt
was made. It was surreal that I alone in my submarine
was talking to the controller of the dived vessel by R/T
[radiotelephone] and before our arrival with the vessel
by W/T [wireless telegraphy] Morse code: back then
we couldn't remote any of our W/T equipment’s to
places outside the Wireless Office. As time passed
now with bridge to bridge loudhailer and flashing light
communications established [if required [they were
never used] in addition to those of mine, things
became fraught and the case was becoming more and
more beyond redemption and foreboding with no
further radio communications with me. Evidently, we
learned that the Skylark was listening to underwater
break-up the cracking of steel plates, possibly the
pressure hull itself, so God alone knows what the
deformation of human bodies would be as the boat
plummeted uncontrollably to the murky depth below.

USS Thresher & British Diesel 'A' Class Sub,
HMS/M Auriga, Summoned to the Rescue!
In that same sad year of 1963, we had not long been
back in Halifax after a small NATO exercise and a visit
to Boston, and I was at home showering when I was
recalled by telecon ready for an immediate sailing.
The USN nuclear attack submarine USS Thresher
[named after the Thresher shark, with a full crew plus
dockyard workers totalling in all 129 men left
Portsmouth Navy Yard New Hampshire after a
dockyard overhaul. The CO was Lt Cdr John Harvey
who had been an officer in the first USN nuclear
submarine USS Nautilus during its Polar transit.
Launched in 1960 then fitted out, fuelled and reactor
going live, commissioned in Aug 1961, successful
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She lost all contact with the Thresher on underwater
telephone. Many of my readers will understand
atmospheres and the pressures assigned them,
understanding that on the upper deck of a vessel on
the surface acting on the human body was nearly 14.5
lbs psi, and as one enters the water and dives down
that pressure doubles every 10 metres [33 feet]. The
pressure simply relates to the amount of sea water
above one's position under the surface.
That
translates at this depth off Boston of 8,400 feet to a
water pressure of approximately 3,747 lbs psi where
steel blocks would be deformed and literally nothing
whatsoever left of a human frame: 3,747 lbs = 1.67
long tons = the British ton of 2240 lbs - a short ton =
2000 lbs and is the American ton, a metric ton is 2204
lbs. Imagine such a weight as 1.67 long tons acting
upon every square inch of every surface area
including the human body? Had the USN calculated
the pressure in short tons, the answer would have
been a crushing 1.87 short tons.

USS Thresher. In 1963, Admiral Hyman Rickover
stated: I believe the loss of the Thresher should not be
viewed solely as the result of failure of a specific braze
[which was compromised and which led to flooding],
weld, system or component, but rather should be
considered a consequence of the philosophy of
design, construction and inspection that has been
permitted in our naval shipbuilding programs. I think it
is important that we re-evaluate our present practices
where, in the desire to make advancements, we may
have forsaken the fundamentals of good engineering.
When the Court of Inquiry delivered its final report, it
recommended that the Navy implement a more
rigorous program of design review and safety
inspections during construction.
That program,
launched in Dec 1963, was known as SUBSAFE.
From 1915 to 1963, the U.S. Navy lost a total of 16
submarines to non-combat accidents. Since the
inception of SUBSAFE only one submarine has
suffered a similar fate, and that was USS Scorpion,
which sank in 1968 for reasons still undetermined.
Scorpion was not SUBSAFE certified. And What of
the Crews? It was estimated that upwards of 800
human beings were directly affected as either NOK or
family and all because of the then lack of QC = Quality
Control on building and subsequent testing of new
submarines and overhauled relatively new
submarines after a short operational period. May God
give them peace and rest and the country never ever
forget these hapless and unfortunate men.

After scouring the sea bed with devices brought from
afar through the Panama Canal from the US west
coast and photographing the splintered pressure hull
now in many separate pieces scattered over an
enormously wide area [some smaller parts actually
recovered by the submersibles] and trying to make
sense of the communications between Thresher and
Skylark done by underwater telephone and accurate
sonar/sound activity and timings, it was assessed that
Thresher's unbelievably strong pressure hull of this
large and powerful submarine, the USN's most
technically modern submarine built to date, cracked
[imploded] when the boat was between the depths of
1300-2000 feet = 400-610 metres. What isn't
understood is that the Thresher class deep diving
depth was 1300 feet = 592 lbs psi pressure, and that
she had gone through this barrier evidently safely and
without comment, and only after it, and now diving
much deeper, did the CO of the submarine tell the
Skylark on underwater telephone that he was
experience some difficulty thought to be flooding?

However, kept as a top secret not to be divulged paper
even to Federal judges in congressional hearings, an
acoustics expert Bruce Rule, revealed that his
findings also obtained by sonar and other
sophisticated means set to listen to North Atlantic
regions, https://dosits.org/people-and-sound/historyof-underwater-acoustics/the-cold-war-history-of-thesound-surveillance-system-sosus/ showed that a bus
[that's a devices which delivers electric power to a
variety of critical devices including cooling pumps for
the reactor] had failed so shutting down the cooling
waters and in turn taking the reactor off line. Not being
able to control its own operations through loss of
electrical power the boat sank. The flooding from
wherever [not known for certain] had nothing to do with
the loss of control nor extra bodily weight which
caused it to sink, although a leak, air or liquid, from a
service pipe at that depth would have produced an
unnerving and enormously deafening noise. The
previous CO of the boat from commissioning to the
hand-over to the second CO, Lt Cdr Axene USN. Lt
Cdr Harvey USN was appointed in Jan 1963, just a
few months before the loss, claimed that the reported
flood the CO had mentioned to the Skylark would not
have been considered a minor problem under his
command. Additionally, he would have been on board
for her first post build deep dive so very familiar with
what was required and to be expected. Bruce Rule
also said that a reference to a garbled ‘900’ made by
the Thresher to Skylark on under water telephone
referred to the boat actually being 900 feet below the
safe diving depth namely at 1300'+900' = @ 2200 feet

The mid-point depth of that assumption was 1300' +
2000' = 3300'÷2=1650’ which is 52 atmospheres
corresponding to a pressure of 748 lbs psi: at 2000'
the maximum assumed depth the pressure would
have been at 63 atmospheres 903 lbs psi, and at the
safe diving depth, 1300 feet it would have been 592
lbs psi. At the inquest into her loss which shook the
USN to its roots, a statement was made to this effect.
The data reveals that the Thresher very likely had
already sunk below her 1,300’ test depth limit when
she reported minor difficulties. The result was a hull
collapse that could have been avoided with more
testing and better planning. A signal blight [signal in
this case used as an adjective] meaning significant
and very noticeable, and a severe reprimand for the
officers ashore in Portsmouth in command of
Threshers trials, dives and its test dive. It wasn't a
design fault, nor an error on the part of Lt Cdr Harvey
USN, the seasoned submarine officer in command of
Thresher.
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below sea level [pressure at 69 atmospheres = 992 lbs
psi]. Worse still, his acoustic machinery recorded at a
depth of 2400 feet the implosion depicted which was
at 75 atmospheres and 1081 lbs psi pressure playing
on the hull: this, save but for 200', was twice the
Maximum diving depth of a Thresher Class Boat. He
agreed that when the implosion did occur it was all
over in 0.1 of a second so all on board died
instantaneously not even aware that the grim reaper
had visited them. Just after the maximum diving depth
of Thresher had been passed, the boat would have
remained intact, but thereafter, thought to be up to 700
feet deeper but not known for certain, it and its content
would have fallen unevenly through a mind boggling
6750 feet to the bottom possibly with the resulting
collision and the speed impact would have ripped the
reactor from its mountings into its own grave in sand
or mud where it still rests some 56 years on with no
obvious radiation worries or reported problems.

refit] for 'A' Class diesels, in Loch Fyne [better known
for fish restaurants] a Scottish sea loch, and our
operational depth was a maximum of 400 feet [at the
service age of nearly 20 years since date of
construction] at a depth gauge reading representing
193 lbs psi. 1963 to me is a very special year and not
a year has passed since that time when I haven't at
some point found my own quiet private space to
reflect on a bitter-sweet year with two shocking sets of
deaths of dear America special people, brought back
from melancholy when remembering the joy and pride
at my son Steven's birth, my little special ‘bluenose’.
There are many pictures of Thresher on the internet
laying in pieces on the sea bed as though the thick
metal parts had been soft butter cut through with a
blunt knife, and they are sad to look upon now still and
quiet after a trauma too devastating to contemplate.
However, to me this little picture drawn by a young boy
of his daddy's submarine USS Thresher is an exercise
in poignancy.

Eventually we in Auriga waiting on the surface, were
dispatched when all hope was lost and we wound our
lonely and pathetic way back home. On arrival my wife
and I hugged one another like wrestlers the event
shore-sides USA and Halifax having been televised,
but even after three weeks away from base, all want
of love making had left me and I was utterly distraught.
The next morning, we learned in Auriga that the
skipper’s wife had had a nervous breakdown and that
she was hospitalised in Halifax. The build-up in this
dear poor woman's thinking/frame of mind of what
might and could at any time have happened to Auriga
and her husband, freaked her out for the count. The
skipper, Lt Cdr Mike. R. Wilson RN was a popular man
and we were saddened to lose him when Mrs Wilson
was casualty evacuated home with children, and Mike
Wilson went with her. On top of the tragic experience
for us all we were to receive two new skippers, one
temporarily and a rushed immediate appointment, and
the other, permanent, but after a few weeks, [Lt Cdr
Kenneth Bromback RN] and both treated the boat as
a new work-up toy, rather than treating the fully
worked-up and highly efficient crew members as being
in shock and in need of some care, requiring sympathy
and empathy knowing what we had experienced at the
actual scene of 129 men's deaths [16 officers, 96
enlisted crewmen and 17 civilians], the largest number
ever lost in a submarine. Referring to JFK at Arlington,
there is also a beautiful memorial for those who lost
their life in Thresher - some web pages show the total
loss as 129 souls but for some inexplicable reason the
USN calls it at 133 names?: this was later followed by
the loss of the US submarine Scorpion with 99 men.
Just a few hours before, enroute home to base from
Boston, we had been homeward bound in safety, back
with our loved ones and the high morale was off the
scale, now it was off the scale in the other direction,
lower than rock bottom and these fill-in officers could
not see it nor adjust to it. They needed the work up
not us, and their attitude was resented by all in the
boat, even by some of the officers. By comparison,
we in the RN [although really incomparable] did our
deep test dives [done after build and after each major

USS Thresher a crayon drawing by Bruce Harvey, the
young son of Lt Cdr John Harvey USN, CO of the
Thresher, drew the boat on the ocean floor after
hearing of its loss. Bruce’s father and 128 other men
died when the submarine sank off the New England
coast, USA in 1963
1953 is when I joined the navy and 1983 was my
technical date of leaving 30 years later, but that
dragged on a little too early 1984. The 'something 3'
follows me around! Just in passing whilst in Argentina
Newfoundland, a big USAF base also operating out of
Goose Bay, and the international airport at Gander we
had the misfortune of visiting a whaling station. If there
is anything you never want to do or see in life or have
in your bucket-list, make sure the Russian, Norwegian
and Japanese manned whaling factory is not included!
Editor: I remember going into Durban, South Africa in
the 1960’s enroute out the Far East via Beira Patrol
and it is thought we were one of the last of the RN
Warships to be sung into Port by the ‘Lady in White?’
Approaching Durban in those days you could smell the
Whaling Station at least 15 miles out to sea and as Jeff
says, not a good experienced!
Finally, just one more event out of so many tales.
HMS Auriga. A submarine has a tank called a slop
drain and sewage tank; Yes, you've guessed what
might be coming. We crossed the pond from
Devonport in some of the worst storms ever seen in
the Atlantic making for Halifax Nova Scotia in January
1963. We were trapped on the surface, much too
dangerous to dive risking being turned topsy turvy by
the fin acting as a sailboard. The conditions below
were unbelievable not to mention dangerous. Then it
happened the slop drain and sewage tank was
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chocker block full with sea sick as much as anything
and the 'blow system' failed so we had nowhere to go
for our toilet [called heads in the navy] needs? The
blow system puts a steady blow of about 15 lbs psi
above sea pressure in the sea area where the tank is
emptied usually at a shallow dived depth or when on
the surface from the top of the full tank to force the
contents out of a hole in the bottom of the tank opened
by the stoker emptying the tank into the sea from
inside the submarine. A submarine has to be very
careful because 'blowing' can create air bubbles when
empty/emptying which can be seen by surface ships
or heard on asdic receiving sets. The hole is sealed
and we are back in business [pardon the word] ready
for the crew's needs again.

[i.e. none uniform clothing] was destroyed, burned
ashore in an incinerator. So ends my story although
far from all of it, and in particular that the RCN our
hosts, and we their slaves at their beck and call for all
aspects of ASW be it in ships or in Orion’s [their
equivalent to our Shackleton’s and then Nimrod’s
ASW patrol aircraft] for over 18 months, didn't even
give us a mention about our involvement with the USS
Thresher affair in their monthly RCN Magazine called
'The Crowsnest'. Not a mention, not a hint or a whiff
in their April and May 1963 editions No4 and No5
respectively. We did all feel a bit let down by that, but
then again, we have to think of our reputation viz ‘We
come unseen and as often as not unclean’, so no
wonder they didn't know about us? We worked with
them at sea and we often stayed out there while they
returned to harbour ready for a new lot coming out of
harbour to re-do the exercises with us [in fact I did
occasionally hear in our control room that the RHOC
navy was off again] - RHOC - standing for 'return
harbour on completion' a well know RN saying, and
we parked behind them on the RCN dockyard wall,
midway between the bridge and the port admirals
building. Still, being 'Brits we took it on the chin! True,
we weren't part of the RCN nor were they a part of the
RN, but it was known that sometimes we were called
HMCS Auriga instead of HMS Auriga, and who would
care a damn anyway, for the letter 'C' meant
'companions', 'comrades', 'close' friends/allies,
colleagues and Canadians, which after all, so was my
baby son Steven laying in his cot in downtown Halifax!

Would that bloody bottom of tank closing plate open?
No bloody way, so a U/S declaration was made and
an out of action notice placed on each head doors.
With such an unfortunate and embarrassing major
defect, the only option is for the crew to use the open
sea, but the boat is throwing around like a wild mad
bucking bronco, and it being fundamentally round in
shape, that movement is a confused circular rolling. It
is much too dangerous to attempt access to the casing
[upper deck] but by luck there is a way into the inside
of the free flood fin which encloses the long conning
tower more or less resting on the ballast tanks. Once
inside the fin, six at most at a time can squat side by
side to attempt to do a poo. By the time one is in the
squat position one is soaked to the skin with freezing
sea water, when motions are involuntarily shared
amongst the six sitters from head to toe. Covered in
crap and wet through is the end of the world but it is a
social duty to make sure that when coming back below
inside the pressure hull one inevitably smells like a
sewer but doesn’t have any constituent parts of it still
attached to the body or clothes. Enough of that and
too much information anyway. Not unsurprisingly we
couldn't head straight for HMS Ambrose [a small office
complex ashore in the main dockyard and
CANCOMFLAGLANT building in Halifax in this state,
so we traded signals with Halifax who brokered a deal
on our behalf, sending us to St Johns, Newfoundland
high on the north east tip of the province, where a
clean-up visit and assistance with a paint ship job was
conducted.

Although the desperately sad event was a USN affair,
all no doubt with many tears in the eyes of their
toughest of men [and in ours], and that although we
were called to action from a distance, we took no part
whatsoever when in the area awaiting USS Skylark's
instructions which never came, [nor for that matter did
it come to any of the USN searching surfaced vessels,
ships or submarine] riding out a sea state of force 6
with a huge swell. Without being accused of sour
grapes, despite a few pages of listed USN ships and
submarines in the search-box area, we were not
mentioned, and that in a proverbial fraternal
submarine rescue attempt, was disappointing to say
the very least. All we had to remember this
unimaginable sadness by was the collapse of our
captain's wife Mrs M.R. Wilson with a nervous
breakdown and the loss of much liked skipper Lt Cdr
M.R. Wilson Royal Navy, plus also a mention in the
local Halifax newspaper.

We carried jet black shiny paint for touch-up jobs but
not enough to cover the spaces ravished by the
Atlantic storms en-route to Canada. A high-pressure
steam hose was played on the inside of the fin as well
as on the ballast tanks to clear away the raw sewage
left by 69 men [officers and men used the fin facility at
different times] over a near four day period, and I am
not sure whether the ERA in charge of outside fittings,
affectionately called ‘the outside wrecker' was blamed
or not, but the boat got a makeover making it spick and
spam ready by the end of two days for the short
journey of 656 miles to Halifax, [our new home for the
next 19 months] which at a leisurely 10 knots took 21/2
days, with a functional slop drain and sewage tank. All
of our affected clothing, known at sea as our 'pirate rig'

Goodbye and thanks for reading this story.
It creates a new aspect of British
submarine history. Also, of special
interest is the visit to Arlington Cemetery
by certain Auriga crew members to pay
our respects to JFK first grave which he
occupied from death until 1967 [4 years]
when he was exhumed and reburied
with his two children and space for his wife Jacqueline
after her death 27 years later.
© Godfrey Dykes Radio Supervisor of Auriga
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HMS AURIGA CONT..

JEAN-PIERRE MISSON
Letter to Telegraph 23 Dec 2019
Here attached is the latest mail circulated to my
correspondents on the very subject of HMS Urge.
The full dossier consists of more than 40 emails, all
with some attachments. The same series of
documents is in the custody of DSMA/MOD & Navy
Command HQ, Portsmouth. This is a serious matter
of a fraudulent Claim filed by the University of Malta
and a very unfortunate ‘validation’ by Naval
Historical Branch (surely under outside influence).

P.S. I would like to apologies to the crew of the
Canadian frigate HMCS 'Swansea' for hitting her up
her
backside
with
our
submarine HMS Auriga whilst
berthing in Halifax some time in
1964. We were going ahead [I
think] or were you going astern?
NMA Submariner Memorial Appeal
The Submarine Service will be launching an appeal
to build a memorial at the National Memorial
Arboretum (NMA) Alrewas, to submariners who have
lost their lives and to the sacrifice of their families.
Ultimately up to £300k will need to be raised and it is
intended to do this by engaging the entire submarine
community: serving, retired
and families and the broader
public, many of whom will have
had friends or relations who
have served in boats. The first
stage of this will be a national
competition to generate ideas to inspire our eventual
designer. The competition will be open to the public
and promoted widely. There will be a £1k first prize
and age group prizes, the winner will attend the
opening of the memorial by HRH Prince William,
Commodore-in-Chief Submarines. The competition
is being launched at BAE Systems in Barrow on Fri
28 Feb 2020, there will be a website, promotional
video and natty lapel pin.

This is what a Professor in Underwater Archaeology
says of a submarine which has foundered and
plunged 130 m to the seafloor of the Mediterranean.
Quote. ‘It is sitting upright on the seabed, very proud,
in the direction that it was ordered to take on its way
to Alexandria,’ Unquote. Only in total vacuum would
this ever happen, because an object dropping over
that distance, whether it be in the air or in a liquid will
whirl/spiral down. How could such a statement ever
be uttered by a Professor of a University Professor in
Underwater Archaeology? They must have been
seriously lacking any other evidence to proffer such
a preposterous sentence in what seems to be a
desperate attempt to convince the wider and
credulous audience! Is this ‘evidence’, which has
enabled the SME (Subject Matter Experts) selected
by NHB/MoD to validate this Claim?
As for the claim that the damage to the bow of this
submarine has been caused by the explosion of a
mine, their sonar pictures show a line of shearing on
impact. Editor There are many Sonar Pictures and
other data too big for our Newsletter. The wreck
shown on the sonar images is not of HMS Urge, but
of HMS P36 (because of the Torpedo Embarking
Derrick on the foredeck!) and this is the blatant
evidence of an intent to mislead and deceive. HMS
Urge will never be found off Malta because the
wreck of this submarine is at Marsa el Hilal, Libya.
This had been reported to various authorities
CWGC and to the Press in April 2015.

Editor: SA Derbyshire proposed the original
Submariners Memorial in the early 2000’s passed at
the AGM in Birmingham by a large majority with only
one objection on cost! It was dedicated in 2005 at
that years NMC Conference weekend in Derby.
Unfortunately, at that time you could only have a brick
plinth and bucking the trend we had a two sided one
with the Submarines lost, and the Submariner VC’s
and what we were told was an evergreen Oak though
I have always wondered. A few years ago, a group
of submariners wanted something more fitting as the
NMA expanded with some grand (doable) ideas
which I got involved, but without the SA backing & I
believe the project sadly faltered. The concept was
to use one of the redundant Fins of one of the Boats
parked up for disposal with suitable landscaping in
keeping with the change in the landscape at the
NMA. Before the NMA was officially opened in 1998
SA Derbyshire Branch, the predecessor of DS Derby,
sponsored by Jack Winstanley also has an Oak Tree
and Plaque on what was the first row of the Naval
Review next to the Merchant Review which was one
of the first to commit to the concept of the NMA as
per Cdr Childs Vision in 1998. One other row away
is the SA Oak Tree & plaque, and thence another row
where the National SA Submarine Memorial. So,
many have forgotten that 20 years ago the present
one was all we could have but I also put forward that
we should equal a set of Dolphins near the Entrance
to balance up the large RAF Wings!!

Will the Historical Truth about HMS Urge ever be
respected? It is most unethical to deceive the
families of all those entombed in HMS Urge. Instead
of trying to convince the world that the CO of Urge
did not go to Marsa el Hilal, they ought to recognise
he was ‘killed-in-action’, there, during an
engagement with the enemy on 29 April, 1942.
Nobody disputes his gallantry and his daring
endeavours in the submarine service but the
inclusion of his name in History must be flawless: to
pretend HMS Urge is off Malta was a disgraceful
thing to do. The conclusions are that the official RN
Assessment that HMS Urge was lost to a mine on the
day she departed from Malta should be dismissed for
good. The evidence to the contrary is unequivocally
unchallengeable. No Historian, no University, no
MoD should ever try to conceal or modify History to
suit their needs. Out of respect for the crew of Urge,
nobody should ever try to re-write the History they
have written by their loss in action.
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70th Anniversary of Loss of HMS/M Truculent
Editor. Unfortunately, I was unable this year to travel
down with Albert Birchnall and his daughter to the
Annual Memorial Service due to recuperation from
Surgery. Wonderfully, despite Alberts failing health
both Cheryl and her brother overcame the difficulties
and took Albert down on the Friday to be able to
attend the Sat morning Service. Albert served on
Truculent just before her loss, and we had travelled
down to Chatham for a good number of years to
enable him to attend this service which he has always
felt was very moving and poignant. As I texted to
Cheryl on the Saturday; ‘Well Done all three of you,
sorry not with you, but it was the right decision.
Have a safe trip home. The following report has
been received from Medway’.

National Anthem. The fantastic cake made by our
chef Dave Scott with a submarine model in icing on
top was them cut by Adm Lord Boyce assisted by Adm
Sir James Perowne and Rr Adm Niall Kilgour. All were
then invited to help themselves to a sumptuous buffet
which had been provided by Dave Scott assisted by
Shaun Henry-Roscoe and the ladies of our branch
members and to partake of a tot or two of rum, wine or
soft drinks served by Bryan Thompson, Charlie
Pilbeam and Janet. Coffee was also available being
served by our Chairman Derek William’s family who
also looked after the sale of submarine mementos and
paintings which were painted and donated to the
branch for sale by one of our members Bill Vowden
who sadly died in 2017. Medway Towns Branch of the
Submariners Association wish to express their
heartfelt thanks to all who attended the Service, some
from great distances and the very generous
contributions to the HMS/M Truculent Memorial Fund
box. We also to express our thanks to Paul Mason
who takes care of the St Georges Centre and makes
our life so much easier by setting out all the chairs, and
tables and letting our chef use the facilities in the
kitchen area and clearing up after the Service. Late
News. As you will be aware from the Page One, this
was the last event that ex
crewmember Stoke Albert Birchnall
was able to attend thanks, to his
persistence and his son and daughter
being convinced he was so poorly he
should not really be travelling but it
was what he wanted to do, and travel South as he
called it. I would also wish to Thank the King Charles
Hotel staff who were put in the picture of Albert’s
Terminal Illness, and helped the weekend to happen
with a room that was suitable for Albert and his son,
and Cheryl next door who organised everything. The
hotel even phoned me on the Saturday morning to get
a message that some items had been left in the room
as I had done the original booking before being unable
to attend due to my stay in hospital. I also thank the
Medway SA Branch who I also gave the heads up to
of Albert’s serious health condition and the reason why
the effort was being made to grant him his last wish.
BZ to all who were considerate which allowed Albert
to get home despite being on palliative care and he
died peacefully at home yesterday Thur 16 Jan 2020.
Funeral Details are Mon 24 Feb at 11am at
Bramcote Crematorium (Nr Jct 25 M1). DS will be
providing Military Honours with the DS Standard,
with an open invite for any Standards and
mourners to attend Bramcote Crem nr Stapleford
near to Jct 25 M1 if not local. O/C Wake will be held
at Erewash Golf Course, Stanton by Dale, DE7 4QR.

70th Anniversary of Loss of HMS/M Truculent
Derek Grant (President. Medway Towns SA).
The service, which was organised by Medway Towns
SA was held on Sat 11 Jan 2020 at the St. George’s
Centre, Chatham, Kent. We were blessed with fine
weather on the Saturday. This Memorial Service is
held every year on the closest Sat to the 12th. of
January to remember the 64 submariners and
dockyard personnel, who were on the submarine for
sea trials and lost their lives when HM Submarine
Truculent, and SS Divina collided in the Thames
estuary. We also remember the 5 RAF crew of an
Avro Lancaster from RAF Coastal Command,
Kinloss who were lost while taking part in the rescue
operation. Unfortunately, Mr. Fred Henley, one of the
survivors was not able to attend this year but his son
and daughter represented him and laid a wreath at
the HMS/M Truculent memorial plaque.
The
congregation numbered more than 200 and all sang
with gusto when the organist Mr. Barry Kemp, who
kindly offered to play the organ as our usual organist
was not available, played the Hymns we all know and
love.
The service was conducted by Rev Gordon Warren
RN. Our guests of honour at the Service were The
Worshipful Mayor of Medway, Deputy Lord Lt of
Kent, Adm of the Fleet The Lord Mike Boyce, Adm
Sir James Perowne, Rr Adm Naiil Kilgour, Sqn Ldr
Germaney who represented the RAF. Also, in nonofficial capacity, we were honoured to have with us
at the service ex Mayors of Medway with their wives
and ex Deputy Lord Lt of Kent. There were 13
Standards representing SA Assn’s, RNA’s, RNR,
Royal Engineers Assn, Merchant Navy, RAF Assn,
RBL, Sea Cadets & leading the Standards the
National SA & Medway Standards. Medway Towns
Sea Cadets did their normal great job of manning the
door and car parking. All wreath layers and
standards then proceeded to the HMS/M Truculent
Memorial Plaque. The wreaths and flowers were laid
at the Memorial Plaque. The last post was sounded
by the bugler Robin Harris (Squadron Leader RAF
cadets), followed by 2minutes silence and reveille
was then played. The blessing was given by Rev
Warren, with the organist playing two verses of the

The History of HMS Auriga
There is also the fascinating life of HMS Auriga from
War S/M of the A Class, through its Post War
conversions to a vital and very busy Cold War Warrior
covered in this link which is © Godfrey Dykes, and we
thank him for supporting our N/L.
©
http://www.godfreydykes.info/THE_BRITISH_SUBM
ARINE_HMS_AURIGA.html.
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No these Aren't Starships in Space Dock
They Are Nuclear Submarines
Under Construction
Tyler Rogoway The Warzone, 9 Dec 2019

Gosport Diving Tower Used to Simulate
Submarine Escapes to be Retired
BBC News 9 Jan 2020
The Submarine Escape Training Tank (SETT) in
Gosport has been a prominent local landmark for
decades. Tens of thousands of submariners have
passed through the Submarine Escape Training Tank
(SETT) since 13 Jul 1954 when the first man
ascended the 100ft column of water to simulate
emerging from a sunken submarine. With the entire
submarine flotilla moving to Faslane, as well as
advances in submarine design, escape training and
changes in the way rescues are handled, the SETT is
no longer required. The tower was built between
1949-53 as part of a wholesale revamp of submarine
escape training, prompted by a report drawn up by
Capt Ruck-Keene just after WWII. The loss of HMS
Thetis, on the eve of war; and HMS Truculent, sunk
in the Thames after colliding with a Swedish tanker in
Jan 1950, both with heavy loss of life, as well as many
other submarines accidents and experiences played
a significant role in the lessons taught. Using the
tank, submariners are expected to escape without
breathing apparatus; they use a specially-designed
escape suit to breathe as required. During the peak
of usage in the 1960&70’s, around 4,500 submariners
every year made the daunting ascent, it’s thought the
escape tank has been used more than 150,000 times
in its 66-year life.
Today the tank is just one element of the UK’s
submarine rescue capability, which also includes the
Submarine Parachute Assistance Group (who leap
from aircraft into the water to help crew who’ve
escaped from a boat as taught in the SETT), and
NATO’s Submarine Rescue System ‘Nemo’, also
based in Faslane. The RN stopped pressurised
ascent training in the 900,000-litre tank in 2012, but
still uses the facility for non-pressurised drills and
teaching. In the SETT’s existence, only one British
boat, HMS Artemis, has been lost (she sank at her
moorings in an accident in 1971, ironically just a
stone’s throw from the tower), without any casualties.
In its place, opening later this year, is the S/M Escape
Rescue Abandonment and Survival Training Facility
(SMERAS TF). The team will be moving en-masse
from Gosport to Faslane, leaving a skeleton team
behind on the south coast.
2020 marks the end of an era, so it’s a poignant
moment for all of us, said Lt Cdr Gareth ‘Griff’
Griffiths, in charge of the team. We’re looking
forward to carrying the lessons of our past many
years into the future of submarine escape, rescue,
abandonment and survival training. Our success is
due, in no small part, to our commitment to one
another and the unique perspective of being
submariners. At the heart of the replacement
complex at Faslane is a huge ‘abandonment and sea
survival training environmental pool’ where various
weather conditions and sea states can be replicated
in the safety of an indoor pool. As for the SETT, it will
be preserved as it is a listed building, protected by
law for its national/international role in S/M safety.

Nuclear submarines have many parallels to fictional
star ships, but in this case, these super high-tech
vessels are made to dive down, not fly up.
The image above looks like it could be ripped from
a space action science-fiction thriller, the classic
shot of hulking and futuristic star ships under
construction in orbit, but its origin is far more down
to earth than that. It was taken at BAE Systems'
Devonshire Dock Hall located in Barrow-inFurness, Cumbria, England. The massive
enclosure is the largest of its kind in Europe and it
is where modern Royal Navy submarines are born
Editor: I only use photos which are in the public
domain on the internet, or other official MoD sites or
other sources. Many DS Submariners have seen
these scenes, and one of the first photos I have
seen of the Ship Lift in Faslane was recently put on
line and I add that below showing a Vanguard SSBN
in the dock in which is really a modern Dry Dock.

NAVY NEWS January 2020
It was the Year that the Silent Service Roared
Ironically, having already drafted this article I
received my copy of Navy News, which on page 13
Ironically featured a picture of the inside of the ship
lift different to the one above but also clearly a
Vanguard Submarine berthed and also very
conveniently gave the Shiplift Facts and Figures.
These details are carried forward to TJ 245 March
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Derby & District Ex Svc Assn AGM Derby
Council Chamber, Derby Mon 20 Jan 2020
The AGM opened at 10:30 with the Exhortation and
Kohima Epitaph with the Lord Lt Derbyshire,
President, Chair/Sec Ralph Eales RM, Vice
Chair/Treasurer John Wood Army, 3 Committee,
Keith Challis Suez Vets, Roger Rimmer SSAFA &
Phil Skawski RBL, and a good attendance. The
Chair welcomed everyone and went through the
minutes of the last meeting 16 Sept 2019 which
were approved and went through them for Matters
Arising. The Treasurer gave his report and
recommended subscriptions remain the same for
2021, just for note our DS 2020 subs have been
paid iaw 2019 AGM.
The Vets associated
nominations for the City Council are; D&D Cllr Rob
Cooper, War Memorials, Cllrs Eric Ashburner, Rob
Cooper & Rob McCristal. EM Reserve Forces and
War Memorial Village Cllr Ross McCristal,
Sherwood Foresters Cllr Rob Cooper. All can be
contacted by first name.last name@derby.gov.uk.
Correspondence. Irene Sheils War Widows (WW)
has stood down from Rep of WW and Terry Hall Ass
Memb will act as D&D Rep for them UFN. Marion
Wells RAFA Erewash had sadly transferred to Nottm
& problems with access for D&D Members to Council
house for meetings discussed, Terry Hall advised no
update on the old Nottingham Rd War Memorial had
been received in the last three months which is in
relation to the WWI Submariner Tiff from when it was
situated on Nottm Rd after WWI now Notts Rd
Cemetery. The Chair made his address once again
seeking support where possible for D&D events and
Services but fully appreciating the ‘slimming down’ of
Associations and especially Standard Bearers.
Remembrance 2019/2020. However, the Vice Chair
stated Remb Sunday had been one of the best for
many years and it was commented on the
attendance of Derby’s adopted Submarine CO and
several of her crew in attendance as well as Cdr Dan
Simmonds a DS Member and Capt of a Trident Boat
making time on his leave to lay the DS Wreath at the
War Memorial. BZ all who attended especially RN.
Diary 2020. Amendments were advised, including
that with the loss of Judy Holland the RBL Ride Past
was cancelled, which was to have celebrated her
100th Birthday, but Terry advised he was still confident
on the applied for BOBMF Flyover and the Village
Gala/Fete in the afternoon would have a WWII 75th
Anniversary Theme and anyone was welcome to
communicate via himself to contact the Committee to
partake e.g. join the procession through the village
and have a stall.
The prog is the Annual
Remembrance Service in the Churchyard at Stanley
St Andrews (Free Parking at White Hart PH) thence
Stanley Gala precession to Playing Fields for Gala 14pm and subject to Operational requirements a
Flypast by the Battle of Britain Flight saluting the crew
of the Wellington Bomber that crashed in our village
in 1942 and the some of the relatives will be attending
and commemorating the 75th Anniversary of the end
of WWII after the Service as part of the Stanley Gala.

SSAFA. A talk was given by Roger Rimmer on the
Services of SSAFA and explanations on eligibility.
The questions sadly focused on potential abuse and
protecting funds from fraud which was constructive
and DS Welfare well aware of procedures and
reasoning with 25 years’ experience both as DS
Welfare and Poppy Appeal worker.
This
conversation was primary RBL/SSAFA! Election of
Officer. I was thwarted on my Annual ploy of
finishing the meeting early after being told all the
Officers were willing to service again; and that there
were no new volunteers thus proposed an En Bloc
proposal which was rejected by the Chair and each
and every position was individually Proposed and
Seconded to the committee for 2020 to fulfil the
correct procedure! As our little assemble of three
who normally meet in the Noah’s Ark opposite the
Bus Station for a Pint or Two for a wash up after this
meeting could not drink on medical grounds, and the
suggestion from a Pongo that we could go for a
coffee was rejected by an ex-Submariner CRS we
all three decided that we would make up for it the
next time we got together!!
Any Other Business. The Constitution 25 Mar 1996
had been amended slightly with two changes.
Committee – Add there will also be on Derby City
Councillor Rep added to the committee. The second
was The RBL is officially represented by a member
of Derbyshire County Committee; however,
individual Branches may join the Assn, but any
expenses associated with
their membership cannot be
recovered from RBL Funds. I
abstained as whilst having no
personal problems with this
proposed change, there had
been no opportunity since its
release to discuss by a DS
Meeting. Ironically, I had proposed and had Ilkeston
RBL accepted as a member for three years in the
early 2000’s and when Chair of Ilkeston RBL we had
been ejected as not eligible by the then RBL Chair of
D&D on the basis the RBL Branches could
outnumber the Ex Services Branches and this never
happened. As stated, I personally have no objection
but if any DS Member has concerns or objection,
please advise and will refer those concerns as your
rep back to the D&D Committee.
Dates for the Next Meetings, which are both at
10am for 10:30am start in the Main Council
Chamber of Derby City Council in Derby are:
Monday 27 Apr 2020 & Monday 14 Sept 2020
If any DS Member would like to fulfil this post either
as our main representative or as Deputy please just
let me know and put your name forward for the DS
AGM to be held this coming April as it would be nice
to have a relief or back-up to the many posts I fulfil
for DS instead of getting more and more as a one
man band as we lose members to age and illness.
Full Turnover guaranteed for any post I hold just
contact Terry Hall for further details.
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DERBYSHIRE SUBMARINERS MONTHLY LUNCHEON CLUB
THE KINGS CORNER PH
Lime Lane, Oakwood, Derby, DE21 4RF  (01332) 678410 www.kingscornerpub.co.uk for full menu

Wed 26 Feb 2020
It appears to be the trend with all pubs to be complicating their menu’s to offer more and more tweaks
to the existing choices but a good selection below. The Kings Corner is served by the Black Cat
Buses from Derby Bay 4 at half past the Hour reduced to one bus an hour now as no No 11 runs.
I have been advised this menu and prices ‘may’ change before our Lunch Club but there is only
expected to be minor changes it this is the case I will advise you when I know the changes
THE PUB CLASSICS
Hunters Chicken, chips salad
Deep South Chicken Cajun spices
Breaded Scampi chps Peas/Mush
BeerBattered Fish&Chips Mushy/Gar
Xtra Bread & Butter
Chicken & Waffle, Chips
Extra Egg 50p, Bacon £1
Beef Lasagne with Garlic Bread
Lentil Veg Lasagne Garlic Bread
All Day Breakfast
Megga All Day Breakfast
Yorkshire Stack 2 Puds Sausages
Battered Halloumi (v)
Chicken Tikka Massala ChipsorRice

SALADS
Grilled Chicken & Bacon
Honey BBQ Chick
Grilled Halloumi & Chilli sauce
BBQ Cauliflower Wings

LUNCH DATE 2 Crse £5.50 3 Crse £6.50
£8.00
£7.50
£7.00
£7.00
£1.00
£8.00
£6.50
£6.50
£5.00
£7.00
£6.50
£7.00
£6.50

£7.50
£7.50
£7.50
£7.50

Ham & 2 Eggs and chips
Mini Fish & Chips Mushy/Gdn Peas
4oz Gammon egg or pineapple
Hunters ½ Chicken chips & salad
Veggie Lasagne Garlic Bdr Salad
Three Pork Sausages & Mash
Veggie Sausage & Mash
Cheese & Apple Chutney Tart (V)
Puddings
Bramley Apple Pie & Custard
Choc Fudge Cake Hot or Cold IC
Vanilla Ice Cream
Starters *
Prawn Cocktail OR Mushrooms
*Note Starters Served with Mains
PIES
All Day Breakfast Pie
Steak & Marstons Ale Pie
Chicken, Gammon, Mustard Pie
Button Mushrm Pie Chips Peas(V)

£5.50
£5.50
£5.50
£5.50
£5.50
£5.50
£5.50
£5.50

£7.50
£7.00
£7.00
£7.00

GRILLS
8oz Sirloin Steak or go Skinny
8oz Rump Steak or go Skinny
10oz Ribeye Steak
8oz Gammon (Egg or Pineapple)
Mixed Grill Chick,rump,gammon
Xtras Toppers
5 x Scampi Pieces
Peppercorn Sauce
2 x Fried Eggs
WEDNESDAY CURRY DAY
With Rice,Nan,puppydom,Mango Chut
Chicken Tikka A Masala
Chickn Pathia Spicy Tomo Sauce
Lamb Saag Masala curry Sauce
Beef Madras
Veg Jalfrezi (No Nan or Popsdom)
Xtra Nan Bread each
Xtra 2 Onion Bhajis or 2 Samosa
Xtra Poppadoms and dip
Xtra Side of Chips

£10.00
£8.50
£12.00
£7.00
£10.50
£2.00
£1.50
£1.00

£5.00
£5.00
£5.00
£5.00
£5.00
£1.00
£1.50
£1.50
£2.00

Puddings & Sundaes (Order Own and Pay at the Bar on Ordering Please)

SAIL WELFARE NEWS 1st BENEFITS UPDATE 2020
Sail kindly supplies us with their Benefit updates. SAIL who focus mainly on fishermen and merchant seafarers, but
they are able to help serving & former RN & RM personnel via referrals from the White
Ensign Association (WEA). (http://www.whiteensign.co.uk). The seafarer’s advice and
information line (formerly known as Seafarers Benefits Advice Line) is a UK based advice
service operated by Greenwich Citizens Advice Bureaux Ltd (GCAB) on behalf of
Seamen’s Hospital Society. They provide free independent impartial and confidential
advice by telephone, email post or fax. SAIL updates on their Facebook page:
ADVICE

SUBJECT

Benefits

Blue Badge
Changes
General News

WHAT’S HAPPENING

Over 12,000 new applications for Blue Badges have been approved since the 2019
changes which allowed those with ‘hidden’ disabilities to apply.
Benefits
Research on food bank users stated benefit problems were the major cause of lack
of money. Misleading Universal Credit adverts from the DWP were banned. And the
DWP launched its own Facebook page.
Benefits
End of Benefit
Just ahead of the General Election it was announced that the 5 year freeze on working
Freeze
age benefit payments would end in April. Many benefits will rise by the inflation rate
1.7%. The State Retirement Pension rises by more, in line with average earnings.
Consumer
Motor Finance The FCA banned motor finance where brokers got more commission when customers
Reforms
paid a higher interest rate.
Consumer Product Recalls Over 500,000 Hotpoint and Indesit washing machines are being recalled due to a fire
by Whirlpool
hazard. It affects machines bought between October 14 and February 18.
Debt
Get Good
There are many free debt advice services, including SAIL. Our suggestions – get
Quality Advice advice as early as possible; and check your adviser is registered with the FCA to give
and Get it Early 1-to-1 debt advice.
Debt
Payday lenders The largest remaining payday loan firm, QuickQuid went in to administration, and the
compensation for Wonga customers will be much lower than expected.
For further advice please contact the relevant benefits centre as these benefits are handled by a mixture
of local authorities, JobCentrePlus, HMRC and Dept Work & Pensions, NOT SAIL
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07 Feb

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00

21 Feb
26 Feb

Notts Vets Assn 10:30 NCC W.Bridgeford
DS Luncheon Club Kings Corner Oakwood

06 Mar

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00

09 Mar

Commonwealth Day Flag Raising PHilton Gdn
Ton Class Spring Meeting, Portsmouth
Coffee Morning RMA 10-12 Derby Council Hse
SA AGM/Reunion Holiday Inn, Leic Before 14/2
Luncheon Club The Blue Jay, Alvaston
Advance Clocks 1 Hr at 02:00am

13-16 Mar

13 Mar
27-29 Mar

25 Mar
29 Mar

TBC
06 Apr
TBA Apr
10-13 Apr
23 Apr
26 Apr
27 Apr
TBC
TBC

01 May
08 May
27 May

05 Jun
22 Jun
24 Jun
26 Jun
26 Jun

27 Jun

Armed Forces Day, TBA

03 Jul
04 Jul

07 Aug
07 Aug
14 Aug
26 Aug

DS Meeting. No DS Meeting in August
Coffee Morning TS Kenya 10-12 Derby Council Hse
VJ Day no events advised at this time
Luncheon Club TBA

03 Sept
04 Sept
04 Sept
11 Sept
12 Sept
16 Sept
25 Sep
26 Sep

Merchant Navy Day. 10:30 for 11am Dy Market Pl
DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00
Coffee Morning RBL Oakwood 10-12 Dy Council Hse
Coffee Morning WFR 10-12 Derby Council Hse
80th Anniversary Battle of Britain Derby Cathedral
D&D Ex Svc Meeting Council House 10:30am
Coffee Morning RNA 10-12 Derby Council Hse
Luncheon Club The Oak & Acorn Oakwood
RAFA Band Concert Trent College LE TBC

02 Oct

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00

23 Oct
23Oct
25 Oct

RNC Trafalgar Parade 11:40 Cathedral Green
DS Trafalgar Night Dinner Edale Rm, Hallmark Hotel
Retard Clocks 1 Hr at 02:00am

TBC
TBC
04 Nov
08 Nov
11 Nov

25 Nov

DS Meeting Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00
Submariners Embankment Parade, London
Chaddesden Children’s Svc, Chadd Park 09:30am
Remembrance Sunday Svc’s Various Locations
DS Armistice Day 11/11 Submariners Services
10am Meet Main Entrance to convoy to 1st Grave
ERA John Brooks C16 & Sig Charles Buttle C25
Armistice Day – Nottm Road Soldiers Corner
11 am Derby & District Service
DS Armistice Day Coffee Morning Jubilee Club
O/C Soldiers Corner Service approx 11:20hrs
Lunch Club Bartlewood Lodge, Ockbrook

04 Dec
05 Dec
09 Dec

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00
Army Cadet Band Xmas Concert, Trent Collage TBC
Christmas Lunch Weds Noon Ventue TBC

11 Nov

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00
VE Day Derby Victory Day Parade Market Place
Luncheon Club The Paddock in Derby

27 Jun

Dieso Boats Reunion. DBR Sat 1/8 Plymouth

18 Sept

DS AGM Wednesday Jubilee Club 19:00hrs
Badajoz Day, (Hoisting Red Tunic) Derby 1045
3rd Dieso Leic Reunion Wetherspoons&Club
Good Friday BH & Easter Monday
11am Mayor lays St Georges Day Red Rose Wreath
Annual St George’s Day Scouts Parade & Cathedl
D&D Ex Svc Meeting Council House 10:30am
Luncheon Club FoC The Park, Toby Carvery 7pm
Freedom of City evening Meal
LCpl Parker VC RMLI Parade & Lunch Stapleford

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00
Armed Forces Day Flag Raising Derby TBC
Luncheon Club Newdigate Arm, West Hallam
Coffee Morning D&D 10-12 The Spot Derby
D&D AFD Week Lunch The Masonic Hall Littlover
Saturday Armed Forces Day AFD Derby Market Pl
AFD Event Derby Market Pl 10-4:30pm

31/7-3/7

11 Nov

Calling All WWII Veteran Submariners
The BBC is very keen to record your experiences, please
would you be willing to help? Please contact John Clayden,
MemSec by email; memsec@rnsubmusfriends.org.uk or
By Letter to Sallys, Garden, Livery Road, West Winterslow,
Salisbury, SP5 1RF

04 Jul
05 Jul

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00
78th Anny W5795 Bomber Memorial Stanley Village
11am Churchyard. Battle of Britain Flypast Applied For.
PM Stanley Village Gala with WWII Military Theme
Buxton Military Tattoo, Devonshire Dome 2-7pm
Crich Stand Memorial Svc & Parade

29 Jul

Luncheon Club The New Inn, Little Eaton
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